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Interdependence and Management of Bilingual Classrcolis

Final Report to NIE
a

INTRODUCTION O

This is the final report on the first part of a two

part secondary analysis. The first analysis is a study of im-

plementation and its relation to learning outcomes; the se-

.

cond analysis we have planned is a study of interdependence
, tigo

of staff, clissroom managementand the _relationship of these

variables to effective implementation. We have completed the

first analysis in this year's work.

A-major portion of this year's work lay in the sociolog-

ical conceptuaiization of curriculum implementation. Using a

general formulation of the concept, we have developed indica-

tors of the relevant dimensions. The analysis consisted of

applying these ideas to a body of data collected on imple-

mentation of.a complex math-sciince curriculum designed for

4

language minority children. The data are-drawn from nine ele-
c,

mentary school, classrooms which used the curriculum. We have

examined variation in implementation in these nine class-
,

rooms and have related this variation to learning at both

the classroom and individual level.

The analysis is far more than a straightforward evalua-

tion of curriculum effectiveness. We'already know that ex-

periencing this curriculum was associated with significant

9"
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gains in science knowledge, math achievement test scores,

reading achievement ', and linguistic{ proficiency (De Avila,-

19811. In order to analyze imelem ntation, we use the con-

.

cept of technology. There are several dimensions which organ-

izational sociologists use to ch4eacterize the complexity of
4 a

technology. We have taken these dimensions and have charac-

terized the math - science curriculum was originally planned

and the observable.complexity of the curriculum as
imple-

o

mented in the'inine classrooms.

I

The math-science curriculum we studied was originally

planned as complex instruction; it caalS for multiple learn-
.

ing centers each with different materials and activities.

Furtherinore, these learning centers are designed to operate

simultaneously in the classsroom with four or five children

working at-each center. This is a far cry, technologically
o

speaking, from traditional large group instructionSZ-

'In addition, the curriculum requires the learners to

follow novel task instructions at multiple learning centers.

From a sociological point of view, there is a good deal of

tasktuncertainty for the learner. Unless the teacher finds

some way to deal with this uncertainty,-many students will

become confused and fail to benefit from their learning

tasks. We have often heard this complaint from teachers who

have tried to use multiple learning centers.

Simultaneous use of a wide variety of materials in a

classroom offeri great advantages for learning; it allows

the teacher to adapt to students who are on different leyels

Page 2
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of academ achievement. 'In the case of the curriculum we

stud' d multiple media were used in conjunction with multi-'. .

pie activities; this was done to allow children.at different

levels of Cognitive development to benefit from the learning

center tasks. This curriculum had the additional feature of
a

instructions at each ;;learning center appearing in English,

Spanish and pictographs, Although the bilingual character
\

of

the instructions increases the. complexity of the technology,

it provides the kind of redundancy in communication which' al-

rows students who speak only Spanish and students who4liave

limited proficiency in'both English and Spanish to under=

stand vihat they must do without the special intervention of .

the teacher.

This curriculum represents a common problem of imple-
4

IIImentation of innovative curricula requiring multiple materi-

0

0

als, media and activity centers. In order toomaintain effect-
.

ive control over different students doing so many different
/

things, the teacher must either delegate authority to the

learners themselves to manage much of.their own behavior or

cut down on the level of complexity to the point where rou-

tine bureaucratic supervision will be effective in control-

lingo behavior. If the teacher fails to delegate authority

while maintaining a high level of complexity, she will not,

be able to maintain any degree of control over what is. going

on.

Giving up the role of direct supervisor and .instructor

is not easy'for many-teachers. They are concerned about loss
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1,

of control when students are engaged in so many different ac-

tivities. Science educators (and other developers of com- '

. plex instruction) have often oWserved the failure of teach-
.

ers to use the curricula they prepare as originarlly dedign-
.

ed.The problem is also observable witherricula designed

for multiple groupings.of students in programs of individual-

ized instruction. Mcdonal d Elias report increased manage-
.

went problems associated with use of multiple materials in

individualized classrooms (1975).
0

0

In this, analysis we can examine, the effect of delegat-
..

ing authority t o the children, -( allowing them to assist

each other) on learning outcomes. Some of the teachers in

our study made much more use of lateral relations between-

the students than others. This analysis is of general Inter-
,

est to 'educators working with complex instruction; it-yields

0 -

information on the effectiVeness of a pattern of classroom
, .

. 0

organization when odeuis working with coreple$ instruction.

In addition to thin issue, a second feature of this an-
.

alysis is the detailed conceptualization of the implementa-

tion-process. We examine the relationship of multiple dimen-
b

sions of implementation to different learning outcomes. This

analysis helps to pinpoint which featlfres-of classroom activ-

I

,ity and pupilbehavior are most closely related to which

kind of test outcomes.
0

. Other studies' of Implem entation.led us to expect that

there would be significant deviations-from the develdper's

original design, especially. in the direction of reducing com-

a

4 Page-4--
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Airplexity:_Our.conceptualization allowed us to 9xamine how

each classroom stood on 'multiple dimensions of implements- .

tion. We were able to study the power of each dimension to

predict learning outcomes.

Through this.,analysis we were cable to ascertain which

featdres of the curriculum are absolutely essential to learn-

ing and which design features may be altered according to in-

dividual preference without appreciable loss of learning.

Thrs procedure permits us to develop a set of general princi-

pies for guiding the practitioner. S/he is free to adapt

some features to her own style, but understands the risks in

altering other features.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This sedtion will introduce the sociological concepts

and hypotheses edted in the analyses reportedhere. As de-
O

scribed above there are two major analyses: The first apaly-

ois tests the effectiveness -of a pattdn of Classroom organ-

ization for learning, given a weld; prepared set of curricu-

lum materials which are designed to be used simultaneously;
ti-

the second analysis examines therelationship of multiple di-

mensions of implementation of the curriculum to learning out:7

comes at the classroom and individual level.

Technology

Page 5



To sociologists the concept of technology doe-S,3not ne-

cessarily imply use of machines. Rather it is a conception

of a task as a series of, means-end sequences (cf

Waldo,1969). Sociologists working at Stanford University in

the Environment for Teaching Program, developed an-applica-

_ tionof the concept of technoItogy to classroom instruction.

The two major dimensions that have been found useful for an-

alysis are: degree of differentiation and routinization of

decision making. Classes are seen as more complex in their

technology to the extent that their activities are mote dif-

ferentiated and their implementation requires non-routine de-

cision-making.

:1 this view, the traditional method of teaching where

,41/ the class is assigned a task as a whole or sits as a group,

listening to the teacher talk, is similar to large batch pro-

,

cessing in industry. The student completes the standardized

task in the prescribed manner and attains the desired out-

comes. Instruction of this type shows a low degree of dif-

ferentiation and a low level of non-routine decision-making.
a

In contrast, many of the elementary school classrooms

studied by the Environment for Teaching had multiple materi-

als and groups in simultaneous usage. As the method of in-

struction utilizes multiple materials, activities and group-

ing patterns simultaneously, the ,technology is said to betin-

.

creasingly differentiated. The introduction of individualiza-

tion techniques to the teaching of basic skills for the ele-

mentary school has meant the rapid growth of a differentia-
.



ted,technology of, teaching (See Cohen,Deal,Meyer &

Sp Ott41979. for 3escriptioll of this trend.).

-The curriculum Finding_Outibescrubriiiento, repre-
4 V

eSents. a, highly differentiated technology. At any one time

there are up to 12 learning centers in a classioom. Each

liathing center features an entirely different activity in-
. 0. `,

volving,its Own. set of goals, manipulable materials and work-
,

sheets. vie instructions are avail:able at each- learning cen-

, ter English, Spanish and in pictographs. Children are in

variety of.grouping patterns. Some are-working by them-
.

selves; others are working together on worksheets Or manipu-

lasting, materials together or talking over_what they:are to

0

-`'do at the learning center. These-groups may range from two

-through five children.-The size of the group is determined

1

by 'the nature of the actfvities -, the teacher's directions

and the children's decisions.

The second diMension of technology, routinization of
,

decision-making, refers to the way in which the workers] in

44.

charge of the operation ...Make decision s. about how the work

will <be done. If a taskilas been standardized or if work is

.governed by .a set of tradit'i'ons as to "how things should be

done,:" then decision-makingis more routine. In therthird

grade, fot example, tradition dictates that everyone should

taWup the study of ,fractions. Examples of nor'- routine de-

OiiiOn-masking.in mpdprn teaching methods ate,individualized

instruction requiring the teacher to diagnose and prescribe

the needs of individual. learners or open classrooms

O

0

0

8-
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4

where children are allowed make many of the decisions for

410 themselves.

In some -ways the instkuctioilal decison-making in Find-

ing Out/Descrubrimiento is routinized. 'Each child is presen-

I I

ted with the same instructions and carefully prepared materi-

als at a given' learning center. Furthermore each child is

suppoLed-to complete tasks at each center and fill out the

a

same worksheet. The tasks are designed so that children who
4

vary in level of cognitive development will work the task

somewhat differently. No task is set up so that children whO

are at a, lower level of development are prevented from com-

pletingithe activity. This design feature saves the teacher

making decisions as to how to adjust the character of the

taskfor individual differences.

There remain individual differences the teacher-must

take into account in running this curriculum. For example,

there-are man-' non-readers;'some provision must be made for

their understanding of.. the instructions. Furthermore, some

children require much more guidance than others in finding

their way through a noyel,set of instructions. Some children

will require more time and attention in, feedback on their

worksheets. From the curriculum developer's point of view an

important role for the teacher is to extend the depth and

cognitive level of the child's inquiry. Some students who.

may be developmentally capable of dealing with the problem

on an advanced or more abstract level, will need to be en-

couraged to'do 'so by the teacher asking critical questions.

Page 8
14
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Thus if this curriculum is to be properly implemented teach-

ers must still observe individuals and make non=-routine. de-
_

411 cisohs about special attention and treatment they should re-
.

ceive.

In this year's analysis we make limited use of the con-

cept of non-routine decision-making from the teacher's point

of view. We have simply examined the extent to which she

gave individuals special attention and treatment in the way

the developer intended.
0

Technology and Work Arrangements
CA

As technology grows, in complexity, there is an in-

crease in the use of lateral relatlons as Chahnels'for comp

munication (March & Simon,1958; Van de Ven, A.H., et

al.,1976). The function of,later:1 relations is .to deal with

the uncertainty so characteristic of more complex tasks; peo-

ple who talk with each other are much more likely to solve

diffidult problems than people who work by themselves. If

theie work arrangements do not shift to "match" the technolo-

qy, then productivity declines and there is as loss of organi-

zational effectiveness (Perrow,1961). These theorists argue

that it is necessary to substitute horizontal communication

and mutual adjustment for herarchical° authority.
ta,

erroies proposition is the basis for the first hypoth-

esis. We argue that the learning center tasks in the curricu-

Page 9



lum represent highly uncertain problems requiring solutions

IIIfrom the students. Each task is novel;the student must find

his/her way through the instructions.in order to manipulate

the maieria4 and fill out the worksheet. If the teacher

fails to delegate authority to the children to use each oth-

er as resources (lateral relitions), we should see weaker of

learning outcomes. This will happen because the teacher can-
.

not be everywhere at once to provide resourcsA necessary for

the students to carry out their learning tasks.

hypothesis 1

Given the high level of differentiation in

this Curriculum, the frequency-of lateral_

relations between students will be

associated with learning gains.

In the above hypothesics we have identified.Perrow:s

concept of "organizational effectiveness" with learning

gains. The desired match between work arrangements and tech-

nology occurs when the teacher.delegates authority to later-

al relations in dealing with the managerial problems pro-
.

duced by a high level of differentiation. It should be point-

ed out that we have taken the novel step of considering the

lateral relations of the students as a work arrangement. As

in other-studies of workers, we are. hypothesizing that the

interdependence of student-workersserves to solve problems

in connection with getting their "job! done.

IL

Page 10
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Research on implementation of curricula reveals a pro-

cess of adaptation in which it is common to find- that the

curriculum or program becomes almost unrecognizable as it is

adapted to local conditions_.. This insight has brought into

question the earlier_ practice of conceptualizing implementa-

tion solely-in terms-of its "fidelityl.to the developer's

views of what ought to take place in the classrooms using

that. curriculum. Fullan and others:have urged that the Pro-,

cess of adaptation isa worthy subject of study for those

who want to understand' how changes take place in the prac-

tices of educational organizations (Fullan,1980).

Qur approach to the study of implementation has some

aspects of the "fidelity" approach, although our major ques-

tions resemble what Fullan and Berman have called the pro-

grammed perspective (Fullan,198.0) Berman,1979). The program-
.

med approach to implementatign consists of an explicit at-

tempt to assess the, degree of implementation over time with-

in a given population of users, and to use this information

to identify variations of use in order to facilitate more

faithful implementation or examine the relationship between

implementation and student achievement.

- The sociological conceptualization of-the curriculum

0

leads to the expectation that the curriculum will be

mented (or adapted) in different directions in different

. Page 11
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O
classrooms, and that those directions are predictable by the

teacher's management strategies. The iszue of management of

the differentiation of the curriculum is likely to produce

weaknesses in particular dimensUons of implementation. We
C

candarpdict that a major difference between classroomS will

be in the level of differentiation that is maintained. If
C

the teacher is experiencing the management 'problems which of-

ten accompany a high level of differentiation, some of them

will undoubtedly try to:solve the problem by lowering the le-

.vel of differenti'ation. The consequence of this particular

adaptation will be less.complex instruction than the develoP7_

er_intended. Students will be working in larger groups under

more direct supervision.of the'teacher and will not be able

411 to work thing out for themselves with as great a variety of

theda lod activities. Thus there should: be a decrease in pro-
,

duCtiv,e behavior on the part of the students.

Using organizational sociology, we have conceptualized

implementation so as to capture the extent to which both pro-

ductivity 'and differentiation are maintained in each class -

room.. Examining the''reiationships between these dimensions

and learning outcomes yields some information about the

"costliness" of management problems sand directs the develop-

er to the critical issues of increased organizational sup=

pbrt for the teaching staff who are working with this curric-

ulum.

In review, this discussion proposes two dimensions of

implementation of a highly differentiated and rationalized



O

J

curriculum. Abstractly stated, these are: productivity and

level of differentiation. The 1.2.171.91.511112 re-

.

fers to the observed extent to which different activi-

ty /treatments /grouping patterns are in simultaneous opera-

tion in the classroom. The productivity dimension refers

to the outputs of student performance.

In addition to these two dimensions -there is a third:

prescribed learning behavior. This dimension refers to the

developer's conception abours, mediating learning process.
-..4M

This particular curriculum is based on an explicit rationale

about the conditkon-i under which children will develop think-

ing skills. The learning materials and the prescribed activi-

ties are constructed- to.conform to the eveloperi-s-theory-

The data may or may not support the develOper's theory, but

an evaluation of 'the curriculum may be takeri as a,"test" of

that theory. The dimension of prescribed.learning-behavior,

then, refers to the behaviors we should see.in a classroom

if, ftom the developer's perspective; the students are using

the curriculum materials and activities in the way that is

supposed to promote learning.

The three dimensions of implementation just described

should be related to learning outcomes. In other words the
P

extent to which the learner experiences a high level of dif-

4 ferentiation, .eXhibits a higher level of productivity, is

seen to be engaged in the prescribed learning behaviors---

all these should individually and collectively be related to

learning outcomes.

Page 13
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-Hypothesis 2 For a given level of pre-

test scores, learning outcomes of the curri-

culum will be related to the observed dif-

ferentiationg produptivity and frequency of

mediating learning behaviors.

up to this point we'have stayed. very close to the stu-

,

dents and have not touched the teacher's role apa&from the

issues of management. However, this curriculum, it will be

recalled, does require some non-routine decision making on

the part of.the teacher. The teacher it required to decide

6

whidh-ch-i-ldren-are_operating on
Coo low a*level and to ex

.

tend activities by asking questions. She was also required----____

to decide when children were in need of instruction and fedd-

back on their worksheets. The shift from direct instruction

to: this kind of a pattern is precisely the kind of a role

shift which causes so many programs and curricula to fail

in the process of implementation (Fullan,1980).

'Examination of the data should yield the answer to

two questions: How successful was the in-service in persuad-

ing the teacher to adopt the prescribed role? And, what is

the relationship between the extent to which as given teach-

A if

er played the prescribed role and learning outcomes?

THE SETTING AND THE SAMPLE

Page 14
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Finding_gat/Descrubrimiento was used in nine bilin-
.

gual classrooms, with 307 students, in grades two fhi-ough

four. These represented' nine schools in six different dis-

tricts, alloof which were part of the Bilingual Consortium

of,San Jose. Each classroom was staffed with. a teacher and

an aide. The sample of teabhers participating consisted of

volunteers recruited through oral presenta.zion and a re-
c.

o

icruitment questionnaire, to meet minimum implementation cri-
0 o

i-eria. These criteria were a positive attitude toward use of

learning centers, availability of an aide who would work

with the teacher in classroom instruction for at least three

hours during the day; and administrative support for the

teacher's involvement in the experiment.

Two Conditi5H-Sfar-Teaohers-

The sample of teachers participating in the program

was divided into two experimental conditions:'the intensive

and the economic. Five of the nine teacher-aide teams re-

ceived special in-service, designed to improve the way they

funat-ioned as a team---the intensive condition. All nine
0

teachers Nand seven of the nine aides were given a three day

workshop, training them in the use of the activities. During

this time they worked with the activities; the rationale un-

derlying the program was explained; *.they practiced- the exten-%

sion of activities and drawing out of inferences we were ad-
6

vacating; and they heard a decri,ption of classroom manage-

Page 15



meet and record-keeping procedures. Much of the information

was supplied in a handbook fOr teachers. A follow-up ses-
0,

sion, conducted either in a group or indiVidually, took

place after the teachers had completed at least three weeks

of the activities.

The Students

Three hundred and seven students, in all-,---participated

inthe experience. This-,number, however, includes about 30

students who came in late, left early, or were generally ab-

sent. The classes were made up largely of children of

Hispanic background, with a small proportion of Anglos,

Blacks and Asians. Parental background wak working class and

lower white collar. There were a few children from welfare

aid-Iles. We had been warned by the principals of the

schools to expect a high proportion of,transient students,

some from migrant families. Our absenteeism rates were well

below what we expected. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the partici-

pating sample, by grade and language proficiency.

TABLES 1 AND 2 HERE

_PROCEDURE

Finding Out/Descrubrimento was designed for use an

hour per day, four days a week, for 14 weeks; all students

Page 16
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Were to complete each of the 170.activities provided, along

with the accompanying worksheets. In practice, the activi-

ties were used in classrooms for varying amounts of time per

day, and days per week.
J

In response to complaints from the teachers about the

amount of work in handling 12 centers at a time, the project

staff reduced the recommended numlier to six per week. All

learning center materials ccntinued to be delivered to the

classrooms, but the recommended center were so marked. Some

teachers incorporated the use of the activities into their

other subject areas. They used thp instruction for the activ-

ities as part of the reading lesson. They Selected the new.

scientific words for vocabulary development. Some used the

math activities as part of their math lessons. Other teach-
,

ers maintained a special segment of the day for the curricu-

lum with no integration of its materials with the rest of

the day's activities. Some classes finished all 14 weeks;

others only half 'that many.

Before and after the cuFriculum, all classrooms,parti-

cipated in test administration, allowing us to evaluate the

learning outcomes. In addition, each classroom experienced

frequent visits from observers who collected systematic, data

.

on the process of implementation.

MEASUREMENT SECTION

Instrumentation and Data Sources:Overview
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The data bank on which this secondary analysis was per-

formed contains a variety Of measures taken over time and cn

` different levels. In this section we will describe only the

instruments used in the analysis; description will include

procedUreS for data collection and reliability data. Detail-

ed copies of these instruments and their manuals are includ-

ed in the appendices to this technical report.

Following this description of thwinstruments is a dis-

cussion of the general strategy used to test the hypotheses.

We will also discuss how measures were aggregated across time

for classrooms and individuals after assuring ourselves that

there was sufficient stability in the measurements to permit

aggregation. The statistical procedures, to be used will also

be described.

The description'of the specific indices used in the an-

alyses will be included with the results because it is dif-

ficult 'to keep in mind the nature of each of these complex in-

dices. The source of each of these indices in particular mea-

suring instruments is specified; furthermore, the methods

used to Create an index are described.

Descri tion of Classroom Behavioral Instruments

instruments designed to takeThere were three systema-

tic observational data in the classrooms during the course
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of the curriculuthi one examined teacher behavior, one focus-
,

ed on individual student behavior, and a third examined pat-

terni of activities and grouping at the classroom level.

These three instruments provided process measures of behav-

ior of relevant actors at'the clastroom and individual level

during'the implementation of the curriculuth.

Once a week,from October through April, two project

staff members observed use of the curi.iculum activities in

the classroom using these thiee instruments. In' addition to

the observational instruments we had an objective measure of

the productive behavior of students. As a measure of the out-

put of individuals,, we collected worksheets the children had

filled out in connection with the learning centers. The aver-

age number of worksheets per child is an important variable
a

distinguishing classroOrns in this analysis. In addition,

quality of performance on these worksheets was scored for a

subset of children in the.nine classrooms.

Teacher Behavior Instrument. We examined teacher be-

havior through an instrument developed specifically for this
0

project. Unlike most available measures of classroom teacher

behavior this instrument focuses entirely on coordination,

control, and instruction rather than on details such as the
o

nature of teacher questions. In addition, this instrument

counts the_number of different individuals. contacted by the

teacher and the language used by the teacher in speaking to

those individuals.
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The teacher behavior instrument also provides speci-

fic measures of the extent to which the teachers followed
1

the developer's instructions on extending activities of indi-

vidual children and providing specific feedback on work-.

sheets. It also permits an examination of the effectiveness

and necessity of the teacher playing a direct instructional

role as compared to the role of a manager and facilitator.

This instrument was
administered for a 15 minute period ever-

y time the observer visited the classroom. Selected behav-

iors were checked off as they occurred.

The reliability of this instrument was assessed in two

phases. In the first phase, each classroom observer was

paired with a supervisor who scored glongside the observer.

No observer was allowed to score on his/her own until a sat-

isfactory 16vel of agreement with the supervisor's scoring

was reached. This was calculated by comparing the total num-

ber .of checks made by the observer and the supervisor for a

scoring period for each category on the scoring instrument.

The formula used to assess the level of agreement was:

4i

* disagreements of scorer with criterion scorer

Total possible points of disagreement between two

scorers:

No observers were allowed to visit classrooms on

their own until they hid reached an acceptable level of

agreement with the supervisor. This was defined as .90

A
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The two ,siupekVISors -were Cohen-and Intill, who
agreement.

'Cge'ated',the,instrumehi". The instrument was accompanied by a

..detai led, p0Oring-manual -which is included in Appendix A.

scoring., each 'observer received two 'visits

.from -One -Of-the, supervisors. Reliability' checks were-made at

-illopk-times. Table 3.,glveathe-tesults of the reliability

oheckiMade during the course of scoringethe_Teacher Behav-
.

_ior, Instrument. The'ievel of agreement was..90 or better in

most cases:
4

With thid instrument, as with the other behavioral in-
.

'struMerits,.we lbllowed the addltional procedure ,of regular

staff meetings at which diffiCult points of scoring were dis-
.

:

cussed: ,'Sometimes these resulted in changes in the scoring

manual: In these cases, we chbse to improve the procedUres

even though scoring was already underway rather than, accept

.

a faulty procedure. In no case did one of these changes in-

-volVe a variable used in this ..analysis.

INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE

Whole Class

was an adaptation.

Observation instrument. This instrument \

of the earlier work of the Environment for N\

Teaching Program anethe Status Equalization Project at Stan-

ford. (both iupported.by NIE) ..The observercheck; off the lo-

caticii of students and tehcher (and aide) in a matrix made

up .of rows of groypini patterns,,and colYmns of activity .

It is designed to provide an overview- of the differen-

4.
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4,iation of the technology and the occurrence of particular

patterns and activities which are of special interest to the

investigator. In this particular version, we gathered data "I

on the degree of differentiation and the occurrence of activ-

ities which the developer
prescribed as part of the medikt-

ing learning process.

The'dbserver used this instrument at the beginning and

end of each classroom visit. The initial scoring was not tak-

en. until the period of science activities had progressed for

at least seven minutes. The observer recorded the number of

students in the class.and how they were distributed across

grouping patterns: working alone, in pairs, in small groups

(3-6 students), and in larger groups. Using the matrix, the

coder also classified each of the students as to the kind of

activity the student was engaged in as well as the grouping

arrangement in which he/she was working. Activity scores dis-

tinguished reading/writing; AllanipulatingAlaterials
without

talking; talking/discussing
1 ; mixed manipulation of mater-

ials- and talking; thinking/observing/listening;
other academ-

ic work; clean -up;wandering/playing;
in transition on

business; In transition not Oh business; or waiting for the

teacher; The observer also noted the number of learning,cen-

ters. postedr and in use during the class, noting the names of

the centers.

.
This instrument took approximately

five minutes to corn-

plate. Reliability was assessed in two phases and with the

same procedures as those described above': Table 4 shows the
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results of 'the reliability checks for this instrbmeni. The

IIIpercentage of agreement was typically over .90.

INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT. HERE.

Target Child Observation. In order to measure indi-

vidual behavior, we selected out two sets of target child-

ren. One set of target children consisted of a samplestrati-

tied by language proficiency (Spanish and English). A second

set of children. was selected from each classroom on the ba-

sis of the teacher's judgement that they presented difficult'

teaching problems in math. There was some overlap between

these two samples; the total set of target children contain-

The sample of target children stratified by language

proficiency was observed at the same time the observers gath-

erecLdata on the Whole Class Instrument and the Teacher Be-

havior Instrument. To observers visited the classroom to-

gether for this purpose, with one using the Whole'Class and

Teacher Behavior Instruments, while the other scored each

target child for three minutes.. The second set of target

children was scored by another observer on another weekly vi-

sit to each classroom with the same standardized instrument.

(For a detaile..4 discussion of the purpose of collecting data

on this second set of children, see Rosenholtz,1981).

The purpose of the target child observation was to ob-

tain timed observation of task-related behavior on selected
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hildren. The observer began the scoring period for each

child by recording the nature of the activity and grouping.

pattern in which the child was operating. If an, aide or

teacher were directly supervising-the student, this was also
t

4

recorded. For each 30 second Interval of a'three minute peri-

od the observer would record the frequency of task-related

talk, working alone or together on the curriculum, off-task

behavior, as well as other behaviors not directly relevant

to this analysis.(For a detailed manual and a sample scoring

.4 e 0

sheet ,see Appendix A). In addition to recording selected be-
.

havisrs,the observer recorded whether the target of the talk

was peer or adult and the language the child was using.

The ordel- in .which the target children were scored was

varied qn ex.20: visit. The otiserir'er was supplied itil a ran-

domized 9rder for scoring. This was done so that a child

,e*uld not always be observed at the beginning or the end of

the period when task disengagement might be:Jnore common.

The reliability of this instrument was assessed, in ex-
.

actly the same fashion'as the above two instruments. The

agreement statistics are given in Table 5 below. The level

of reliability on this instrument was also satisfactory.

INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE

Learning Outcome Measures. A contentreferenced test espe--

cially cOnstructl to measure learning outcomes of this cur-

riculum was used as as'dependent variable for the analyses



in this technical report. In addition we used the California
I

Testof Basic Skills, the standardized achievement test used

in the fall and spring in these California, classrooms.

The initial analysis of leIrning.outcomes of the4cur-

riculum revealed that the math sub-test of the standardized

achievement test was very sensitive to learning on this cur-

riculum. This was because the' math sub-test contained many

items which were directly relevant to the content of the cur-

riculum: When there were word problems, measurement. prob-

lems, metrid,,problems, or problems requirinvmapping of co=

ordinate's, the students who had experienced the curriculum

showed outstanding gains in comparison to children in com-

parable classrooms in these schools (De Avila, 1981).

Although we also had indiNdaual-measures on language

proficiency and intellectual development, early analysis

showed the single most powerful control for individual

characteristics we could use in the analyses was the individ-

ual's pre-test score. Especially on the standardized achieve-

ment test the individual's test score was-closely related to

language profici-d-ncy, because these tests zan only be taken

in English. In contrast, the criterion referenced test was

given in Spanish or English; it therefore did not relate as

closely 'to language proficiency as did the standardized ach-

-,ievemen test." for this and other reasons, the two tests re-

lated.to process measures of learning in different ways. We

therefore decided to retain the two different*measures of

learning outcome in the analyses that follow.



The content-referenced test was called the Science

Minirtest. In the discussion and analysis below the standard-

izedachievement test is broken down to the Math and Reading

Sub-tests:For each of these three measures we had a pFe and

a post-test score.

Table 6 gives the average pre and post-test score on

the above - described measures for each of the nine class-

rooms.. There was important variation in the pre-test scores ,

whiCh by no means correlated with the care with which the

curriculum was implemented.

INSERT TABLE 6 HERE

Strategy forfor Testing Hypotheses

Each,hypotheslswas tested at the individual and class-
.

room level. The instruments just described provided equival-
4

ent measures at each evel. For example, if we wanted an est-

imate of prescribed learning behaviors at the individual lev-

el, it Was possible to look at frequencies for reading, writ-

ing, and talking/working together for-eacNtarget child. If

we wanted to look at this same variable at the classroom lev-

el, we could use the Whole Class Observation Instrument to

calculate the proportion of all the students" in the, class-
,

room for each observation who were engaged in readihg, writ-

ing; talking and working together.

c.



After creating Various index scores, we were iaced

le' with the problem of aggregating - across observations. There.

was a variable number of observations taken in the different

.
classrooms. This was partly a product of problems of miscom-

munication between the classroOm teacher and observer as to

/ I-

1

-when the curriculum would $e in op ration and partly a pro-

duct of the fact that some-teachers,

of the curriculum than others.

lemented fewer weeks

In addition to the problem of differing numbers of ob-
.

servations, there was the more fundamental issue of whether

it was legitimate to aggregate across observations. If it

were the case that there'were more marked differences within

observations made on the same classroom or child than be-

tween .observations made on different classrooms, or child-

ren, then it ,mould not be legitimate to calculate mean val-

ues of the indices. If the sample of observations were not

sufficiently large to produce stable estimates then if would

be most unwise to aggregate.

In order,to handle this problem we used a standard sta-

tistical procedure. An analysis of,variance was carried out

on the observations for each index. If "classroom" proved to

be a significant source of variance( or "individual" n.the

case -of target child data), then we concluded that it was

permissible to calculate a mean value of observations for

each index.

Classroom Hypotheses. After selecting suitable ind-'

icators of the three dimensions described above in the theor-
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etiCal framework, each index was aggregated across time for

a given classroom. With an N of only nine classrooms, we

could not carry out_overly,,elaborate
correlational analyses.

However, he classroom, as a unit of analysis,.has consider-

.

able significance in this study because, as will be seen be-

low, there was considerable variation in the implementation

byclassrcom. Furthermore, the classrooms varied on the

pre-test scores, so that it was critical to controlon.the

pre-test score while examining the effect of implementation

on the mean post-testscore.

,we use a method of partial correlations to solve these

-problems. The effect of the pre-test score (aggregated to

the classroom level) is partialed out; we examine the part-

ial correlations of the implementation measure of interest

with the mean post-test score for the classroom. Implementa-

tion,indicators are examined'one at a time; then we combine

dimensions to-see if they behave in an additive fashion, so

that implementation on two dimensions is more closely relat-

. ed to learning than implementation on a single dimension.

Individual Hypotheses. Testing hypotheses at the in-

dividual level is carried out on the sample of target child-

ren, where we have detailed behavioral measures of prescrib-

.ed learning behavior and productive effort. Working at the

individual level in an analysisof this type does not elimin-

ate the need for significant contextual measures which re-

flect the effect of belng in, a particular classroom. .For ex-

ample a child might/be
/ productively engaged in the required

.1



learning behavior every time we observed him, but if he were

in _a classroom where a teacher only got through half the cur-

-

riCulum, he would not have the same chance to learn the mat-

erials on the content-referenced test as a child who was in

a classroom where the teacher got through the whole curricu-

Juin.

Multiple regression is the basic: statistical technique r

at the individual level. Contextual variables such as weeks

of the curriculum covered in:the-child's classroom or the le-

vel of differentiation are fed into the regression with the

same varia6le^for each child in a particular classroom. Be-

fore regressions are carried out the intercorrelations of

predictor variables are calculated so as to avoid-problems

of multicollinearity.

The data bank provides, us with a number of excellent

indices of prescribed learning behavior and productive ef-

fort on the part of individuals. For example we 'have availa-

ble the observed rate of "off-task engagement" and the a-

mount of written work on tLe-worksheets. With an N of ap-

proximately 100 target children, we cannot use too many pre-

dictor variables at once. After examining the power of indi-

cators from each of the theoretical dimensions, it is possi-

hle-to-characterize implementation more economically with

-the indicators we know to be significant predictors and

which do not show too high a level of intercorrelation with

other predictors. To test the first hypothesis on the impor-,
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tance of lateral relations, it is possible to focus mainly

on the.. incidence of children talking and workifig together.'

0 RESULTS

Overall Assesment of Effectiveness

In an earlier report to. NIL, De Avila described the

learning gains for the nine classrooms (Improving Cogul-

' tion: A Multi-Cultural Aurgash ,February,1981). In this an-

/
alysis students in the nine classrooms were comred to stu-

dents of the same age and linguistic backgrounds who were at-

tending the same or similar.sohools. The control school:-N

were also involved with the Bilingual Consortium and had

specialaides and categorical aid funds. The comparison

'shoWed that- students--'in participating classes showed better

gains in reading and math, as measu :ed by the CTBS. Stu-,

dents in the curriculum also made larger gains on the CTBS

in comparison to the fall-spring gains of the norm group for

the test.

There were also significant gains on the content-refer-

enced test and in oral language proficiency. This analysis

demonstrated the power of the curriculum to produce gains,

not only in the areas where it .was originally designed to

.produce learning, but in other areas as well. 'The civericu-

lum appears to provide opportunities for improvihg\literacy

skills as well as opportunities to practice speaking\ Eng-

lish. Furthermore, the children who had shown lack of\Eng-
,
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lish.proficiency at the beginning of the curriculum, - benefit-

ed fromithe curriculum experience just as much as children

who spoke English well.

The most important result, from 'the point of view of

this report, was the analysis of the effect of classroom on

the learning gains of individual children. In an analysis of

each learning outcome, classroom remained a significant

source of variance in learning outcomes. It is clear thakal-
.

though we are dealing with a powerful curriculum, there were

major differences in the outcomes which could be attributed

to the teacher and/or her level of impleientation.

Implementation in the'Nine Classrooms

This curriculum did not operate under "hothouse condi-

tions." The original intention was to test its effectiveness

under realistic organizational conditions where the project

staff provided two levels of support. Neither level of sup-

port was beyond the financial reach of a district operating

under normal conditions. In four of the classrooms the teach-

er and aide experienCed only two days of workshop treatment

prior to the beginning of the curriculum. The other five

teachers had the same treatment, juit described; in addition

they had two workshops which focussed, not on implementation

of the curriculum, but on how the toItpher and the aide

worked together. This was an attempt to increase the recip-

rocal interdependence of the teacher-aide team.
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These nine teachers were not sdecialists in science.

They were volunteers who felt that they would like to learn

how .to teach science. They also felt strongly that lan-

guage-minority students should have access to science. Sci-

ence, at the time of the study, was omitted from thi. ele-

mentary curriculum for all intents and purposes in these

classrooms largely made up of Mexican-American.children.

Variation in Understanding

The first source .of variation in implementation was

the teacher and Aide's understanding of the complek science

activities at the multiple learning centers. A large part of
ej

410
the workshop was devoted to going through the same activi-
,

es the children were to experience. However, there was no .

way that teachers,coUld learn and remember so many different

activities. It was necessary for each teacher to take the
O

time to go over each activity and work it through before

class. There were individual differences 'in how easy a task

this was for the teacher; some were convinced that science

was a frightening and difficult subject. A few proved to

hive a "flair" for science or an interest in the content of

the activities. There were also individual differences in

the willingness and motivation of the teachers to'take the

time to do this preparation. Some of them clearly opted to

omit the preparation and were seen trying to figure.out the

instructions with the students during class time.
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The aides were also invited to the workshop; they were

41, encouraged to learnjust as muchaboutrthe nature of the ac-

tivities as the teacher. However, some of the aides were un-

under tanding of the activities and were ble to,give excel-

able- to_attend the initial workshops. Furthermore, as'is

typical of schools operating in this unstable period of fund-

ing, there were a nuMber'of switches in aide assignment, so

that some trained aides were lost to the project after they

were trained. This meant that the teacher had, to train her

own aide or assign only routine tasks to the aide which did

not require an understanding of the activities. For example,

an aide might be assigned to supervise activities which hhd

'potential danger to the students, like heating a raisin in a

test tube.

ike the teachers, some of_the aides acquired a good

lent ssistance tothe children. Others were never clear a-,

bout he nature of the activities and/or were assigned tasks

in tlje,classroom which were routine and did hot require this

understanding.

The idsue.of understanding of thd teacher and aide of

how to do the activities was an important one. If an adult

really knew what'Was supposed to happen in an activity they

were able, to provide assistance with only a few key words of

advice or a well-timed question. If they didn't understand

the activity, they would have to-waste a lot of time puz-

zling it over with the children and ,often sending them off

on false leads. Sometimes the children would decide- that
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they could do better on (their own without an adult---which
. . . :

.
.

. ,

was probably an accurate evaluation of the situation.
\

Beyond the mechanics of underitanding what was to be

don e at each learhing center, there was variation in the C

teacher's understanding of the basic purpose of the activit-

ies. Several of them thought of the program as a general

kind of enrichment or motivation for science. They missed

the point of the underlying structure of-the curriculum

'which was de'signed as a systematic approach to the develop-

ment oethinking skills. This led to their hurryiqg through

,

the curriculum, unsystematically omitting activities, especi-

ally toward the end.

. . .
.

411

Another kind of misunderstancUng was the failure to

grasp the open-ended character of the activities. They were

designed so that children working at different levels of cog-
.

nitive development could do the activities differently and

still gain something from .them. Furthermore, the very pro-

cess of working things out for themselves was intended to be

highly beneficial. Some of the teachers seemed to feel that

there was one best way to do each activity----a "right ans-
.

.wer" approach. These teachers tried-to-work with children in

larger groups and ensure that they put the right answer down
9

on their worksheets. Thus they attempted to standardize the

learning experience in a way that was never intended by the

.developer.

In general, the origin of these Okoblems was felt to'

lie.. in. the Xack of-basic theoretical instruction in tne ini-
.
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!

tial 'Workshops. Ne!only had, enough time to to get them opev;

`,sting 4n :some practical sense and not enough time to give

,:.theiva. more fundamental. understanding CI the theory behine

.the curriculum.

Variation. in Curridulum Coverage*

O

A-second issue in variation in implementation lay in

how many- weeks of the, curriculum were covered. Several

teachers .found_ themselves at the end of the -school year with-

.out.haVing finithed all-15 weeki of curriculum activity t, One

'leacher Only covered about six" weeeks of the activity. She

'never seemed to find time in the day tol,,,do the curriculum.

The observer would often go out to the Clasiroom with the un-

derstanding that the curriculum would be in operation only

to find out that it would not be taught that day. This hap-

,pened, With such annoying regularity that the staff began to

wonder whether, this teacher were actually hostile to the pro-

.

ject. After some discussion with het and further'observa-

tion of her classroom, we decided that she had fundamental

problems iecrgailizing het schedule and problems with manag-
)

,

inig-the curriculum: Since Ihe was unwilling to delegate au-
.

thorityl she only used a fe centers at a time from the

beginning.. By the end,she had resorted to whole class in-

,struCtion delegating authority to a fe4 favyite students to

help her sUpervise.In Contrast, other teachers meticulously
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and enthusiastically weht through all 15 Weeks of the curri-

Table 7 ptesents the number of weeks of the curriculum

completed by, each of the nine teachers; It should be noted

that the concept "week".of, the curriculum did not turn out'

.
to be necessarily the same, as a calendar week. In construct-

ing the curriculum, the learning centers were grouped by cur-
.

riculum topic. We Packaged activities and

defining a week's activities in terms of the recommended num-

ber of learning centers a child was to complete under a giv-

en curriculum topic. A curriculum week required twelve

learning centers a meek in'the first part of the curriculum,

"'but was reduced to six after Christmas. Individual teachers

sometimes took more than a calendar week to-get through a

curriculum week. -

INSERT TABLE 7 HERE

Variation in Staffing

A third issue in variation lay in chdhges in the teach-

' ing staff. In two classrooms, teachers left the school be-

cause of,pregnancy. We had to train their-replacement on an

individual basis. When teachers were absent, the plight of a°
a

substitute who came in unprepared to deal with such a com-

plex curriculum was often pitiable to observe.



Variation in Recommended Teaching. Behaviors

We had specifically asked teachers to engage in behav-

iors which were new and different: in the workshop we had ad-

vised them to observe which children were not working at the

activities at-the cognitive level of which they were capa-

ble. We advised them to try to extend the activities for

much children by asking questions. We actually provided them

with questions'in connection with each learning center which

would provoke further inquiry by the children.

We also stressed to the teachers the importance of givr

ing students specific feedback on their worksheets. However,

as one might imagine, the teachers were just able to keep

"their headsabove the water" with facilitating all these

new activities every week. Because the understanding,. and'

facilitating of the mechanics of the learning centers was a

challenge of such great difficulty for most of them, they

hardly ,seemed to ,have pfactice the recommended teach-
,

ing behaviors, at least on this first attempt to teach the

curriculum.

The systematic observations of teacher behavior re-

vealed the failure of most of the teachers to practice the

specific recommended behaviors. On the Teacher" Behavior In-

strument we counted the number of instances of teacher ex-

plaining, questioning and/or extending activities. These be-
,

haviors were totaled foi each 15 minute period of observa-

tion and, were called "teacher instruction" in the analysis.
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Owe also counted the extent of feedback, which was defined as.

instances of discussion of specific strengths or weaknesses

concerning either the students' (individual or group) per-

forkance on previous worksheets, the current worksheet,

skills, general progress, or working together. For each

type of teacher behavior, the total frequency, was divided by

the number of observations of that teacher so as to yield an

average frequency ,per 15 minute period.Table 8 gives the re=

sults of this calculation for each teacher. For each type .

of instruction the average frequency and the standard devia-

tion are included. The data are further divided by whether

the teacher behavior was directed to individuals or to

groups.
, .

Apparently the teachers did not adopt the suggested

roles. Even with a liberal definition of instruction (which

included explaining), no teacher had an average rate of

greater than 2.1 per 15.minute period of instruction to indi-

InAruction to groups was not that much more com-

.mon. Foui of the nine teachers had an average rate of less

than one."instluct" to individuals per observation. The

4

mean value for instruction for all teachers was 1.14 to indi-

viduals and 1.52 to groups.

Feedback varied between a. low of 1.32 to individuals

for one teacher to 5.90 for-another teacher. The average

rate of feedback to individuals for all teachers was 4.32;

the mean rate to groups was 1.11.



INSERT TABLE 8 ABOUT HERE

Because of the low level of recommended behaviors on

the part of teacherii we did not.feel it was necessary to in-

clude the freguenCS7 ofteacher behavior in relating implemen-

tation to learning outcomes:' It is of course very interest-

,

ingthat.the learning gains observed4in this curriculum evi-

dently did not. require high levels of these teacher behsv-,2

. jars. We cannot tell what would have been the case if the

teachers .had done as'we instructed. The learning outcomes

might have been even stronger. In any case, this curriculum

does not seem unusually dependent on the teacher managing

all aspects of the recommended role shift.

Variation in Differentiation

In addition to- these obviously Important ways in which

classrooms-differed, implementation varied along the three

dimensions conceptualized in the theoretical framework.

We- examine this variation in terms of the observation

measurevin the following sections.

0

Teachers clearly varied in the differentiation of the

curriculum as measured by the number of different learning centers

wetound in use 'when observers visited the classroom. The first

;
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TABLE 8

Frequency of Expected Teacher Implementation Behavior

To Individuals and_Groups in the Class

(Mean Scores and Standard Deviations)

Teacher
Number

INCIDENCE OF INCIDENCE OF NO. of

INSTRUCTION , FEEDBACK OBSERVA-

-
TO STUDENTS TIONS

Mean sd Mean sd n

.

1 To Individuals .4 1.14 . 2.30 3.69 8

To Groups 21 1.96 ..50 1.41
.. -s

2 To Individuals 0.0 0.00 4.80 6.08 16

To Groups 1.0 1.65.- .06 .25 c
.

3 To Individuals 0.6 1.02 :1.90 2.39 15

To Groups 1.4 1.86 .28 ,.70

4 To Individuals l.7 1.45 , 1.50 2.55 . 17

To-Groups 1.4 3.00 .41 1.70

5 To Individuals 1.8 1.56 1.00 1.32 17

To Groups 2.1 3.31 .06 .24

6 To Individuals 1.7 1.86 2.00 2.32 If.

To Groups .7 1.49 .36 1.21

7 To Individuals 2.1 1.47 . 3.40 3.98 10

To Groups .._..1.0 1.32 .12 .31

8 To. Individuals .6 1.90 4.80 6.35 10

To Groups - 2.2 3.25 1:00 1.56

9 To Individuals 1.1, 1.53 5.90 6.81 9

To .Groups 2.4 1.94 .78' 1.64

Total Population
To Individuals 1.14 1.52 '2.86 4.32

To Groups 1.52 2.39 .35 1.11`

2
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week most of them started out with all the learning centers

in action as they had been instructed. By the second week

each one 'had reduced this number, but some far more than

others. Even after ChrOtmas, when we reduced the

,
recommended number Of learning centers to six, few class-

rooms implemented this recommendation literally.

There was a characteristic level of differentiation in

each classroom which developed after the first week. An anal-

ysis of variance of the second through the, last week of ob-

servations showed classsroom to be a significant source of

variance in the number of learning centers in use (F = 8.06;

p<.001). In other words, there was more variation ,between

observations made on different classrooms than within ob-

servations made on the same classroom.

Table- 9 shows the average number of learning centers

in use-in the nine classrooms starting with the second week

of observation. Teacher #8, who finished the_fewest weeks

of the curriculum, had only 2.3 'learning centers in-use a-.

crossobservations, while Teacher #9, who completed the cur-

' riculum, had 6.9 learning centers la use, on the average.

Teacher" #1, who also completed the curriculum, only had an

average of 4.1 learning centers in use. This teacher tended

to use fewer centers at a time and to supervise larger

groups in a direct manner. In order to complete the curricu-

lum in this way, she gave. it much more classroom time than

any other teacher.

The issue of differentiation was closely linked to the

issue"of delegatiOn of Authority. Using more learning



C

centers .at once, necessitated more delegation of authority

to students. There were critical differences in the way the

teacher played her role.

Some teachers tried to maintain a traditional role of

giving direct instruction to larger groups, restricting the

number of learning centers that could operate at once. -Such

a teacher would assign aides (sometimes two in a classroom)

to cover the groups she could not personally supervise. Oth-

er teachers allowed the children to move from center to cent-

er on their own. The students had to take the responsibility

for deciding when they were through with a given learning

'center and the responsibility for getting themselves through

each center available for the week; The teacher would rapid-

41" ly move about the classroom facilitating activities. She

would focus in particular on children who appeared,to be con-

fused or wandering about. She would spot difficulties with

the activities and try to "trouble shoot."

As constant visitors to these classrooms, we saw this

variation in delegation to authority. The phenomenon had con-

, sequences for the observed number of learning centers in use

and for the frequency of large student groups. Teachers whom

we observed as trying tolmaintain routine bureaucrati.a super-
.

viiion, actually had fewer learning centers in use and more

frequently used large group instruction. ThiS particular prob-

lem of the changed role for teachers required by a particular

curriculum is one what has been descrlbed by Fullan as the

most common problem in implementation (,1980).
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INSERT TABLE 9 HERE

Variation in Productivity

As a measure of productivity at the classroom level, we

used the average number of worksheets completed by a child in

the class over the course of the curriculum. Most of the act-

ivities required the student to fill. out a worksheet in Eng-

lish or Spanish.

We asked the teacher to save these worksheets for pro-

ject data. At the end; of the curriculum, we collected them,

and counted the number for each child and classroom. It

should be noted that this is a good measure of prOductivity

on the classroom level. Those classrooms with fewer numbers

of worksheets were thbse classrooms. completing fewer weeks of

the curricula as well as those classrooms where teachers did

not place much stress on completion of worksheets.

Teachers' did vary in how much stress they put on the

Completion of worksheets. Some would demand a satisfactorily

completed worksheet as a "ticket" to the next learningent-

er. Others did not even have a systematic way of collecting

or checking over worksheets. For still others, filling out
. ,

worksheets became a'supervised group activity instead of an

individual activity where the' student had major responsibili-

ty. r.
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Returning to the claharoom level, analysis of the num-

ber of worksheets per child pot- week revealed that classroom

was a significant source of variance. This means that there

ti

was a_characteristic level of worksheet
productivity pertain-

ing to the. different classrooms. Table 9 gives the average

figure for`each-of ai--nine classrooms.

There was a maximum of 160,worksheets provided to class-

rooms for each child to fill out. Not surprisingly, no class-

room showed that level-of productivity; some studen4-i were ab-

sent or much slower in completing activities than others,

even if they were given access to all these worksheets. The

variation in productivity was even greater than the degree of

variation on the measure of differentiation.

Variation in Mediating Learning Behaviors

Table 9 also shows the percentage of .children who were

observed reading, Writinq, talking, and manipulating the mat-

erials.
-,

These measures come from the Whole Class Instrument.

It will be recalled that this instrument classifies eac%

child as to type of activity. ! was administered twice for

every classroom visit, If -11;4- were apparently working at

'learning centers, it was ass:!;.;, that talking was task-rela-

ted. It was not always easy to assess this with great cer-

tainty.

In order to construct the index of "average percentage

IIIof all children doing each activity for a classroom," the ba-
.
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sic figure of an average peicentage across all observations

411 in a given classroom was weighted by the-average number of

children present in that classroom. This was done by dividing

the averages percentage in a given activity by the average num-

ber of students preient over all observations in the class-

room. This was then divided by the grand total of Ss involved

in all activity modes, actoss all obserliations.

Analyses of variance Atiere conducted on' the percentage

re ing /writing iiiiathe-percentage talking, week by week.

These were the major categories used in the analysis. Class-

room pr ved to be a significant source of variance for both

these variables; for percentage reading, F ='2.22, p < .05;

for percentage talking, F = 3.79, p < .001. Xn other words,

there were leetels of these activities which tended to be char-
*

acteristic of the instruction of a given classroom. It was

therefore legitimateto aggregate data across observations,

for each classroom.

'Overall, the'behavioral variables reveal that many

classrooms were a ferment of activity stemming from the curri-

culum. This corresponds with the observation of any visitor

or staff observer in t4se classrooms. Large proportions of

the children were talking, manipulating, reading the in-

structions, or writing on the worksheets. Particular class-

rooms varied, both in the total proportions of children so en-

gaged, and in OA average percentage of children showing dif-

ferent learning behaviors. For example, teacher #9, who had

such high levelsof produccivity, also had a high proportion
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of the students engaged in recommended learning behav-

iors(73%); and a high degree of differentiation as well. At

the other end of the spectrum, teacher 118, who had th7,, low-

est level of productivity and differentiation, also hai the
C

second lowest percentage of students engaged.in the mediating

learning process -- only 51% of her students, on the average,

were seen engaged in the recommended behaviors.

Teacher 116, however, who had low productivity, had a

highs'proportion of students engaged in recommended learning.

behaviors (73%); she showed a middling legel of differentia-
/

tion. Some classrooms were much more likely than

others to have children talking. Three classrooms had approx-

imately eleven to twelve percent of the children, on the av-
.

erage, reading and writing, contrasting with three class-

rooms where an average of only four percent and six percent

of the children were seen reading and writing.

Hypothesis on Lateral Relations

The first hypothesis, it will be recalled, predicted a

positive relationship-between the frequency of lateral re-:

lations among students and the-amount of learning. This rela-

tionship zhould hold under conditions of a high level of dif-

fercntiation in the technology. Lateral relations between

children represent a delegation of authority from the teach-t,

er, which.according to sociologists who have studied lechnol-

k
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ogy and work arrangementsf should take care of the problems

.
arising from a high level of differentiation.

Table 9 illustrated4.thetfactthat in all the class-

rooms we saw a relatively high level of differentiation.

Rosenholtz examined the level of complexity of the technol-

ogy observed during the curriculum and compared it to the

complexity of the regular math periods. He loundorelativelir

few of our curricular sessions which employed whole class

ihqruction.These"typically took place when the teacher was

trying to_orient the whole class-to a new batch of, learning

centers. Rosenholtz found only 13 of the FO/D observations

which fell into:his "Low Complexity" category ( 1981).'We

can therefore-test the relationship in'the.hypothesis,-using
0

all the FO7D observations, under the general assumption that

the curriculum did indeed represent a high level of actual

differentiation in the classrooms.

The hypothesis concerning lateral relations Caebe
.

tested at thi classroom and at the individual level. Table 9

gives the average percentage of children-observed talking

and discussing with others for each classroom. This percent=

age ranged from5$ for.Teacher #8 to 18% for:Teacher #9.

In testing this hypothesis it is.esssential to hold

constant the average pre-test score on the learning measures

for -a given classroom. Table 6 showed the marked variation

in the average vaXues' per clas'sroOm fOr these measures.

There was the additional difficulty that in some of,the

classrooms with weaker, implementation, the pre-test scores
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were higher. Theiefore,we partial out the'ayerage pretest

score and compute a partial cori:illation between the percent-

, age talking and digcussing and themean post-test score.

The N for this calcizlation is only nine, because the unit of

analysis is the classroom.

The partial correlations of the percentage of the

class observed talking-or discussing with others with CTBS

Math (the Total'Soore and the Application Subscale) and with

the Content-Referenced Science Test are as follows:

CTBS Math Total .13;

CTBS Math' Application Subscale .21;

Content-Referenced Science Test .64.

The partial correlation befween'talking and the Science Test

isstatisiically significant.at beyond the .05 level. This

means that clasirooms where.a larger percentage of students

were engaged in horizontal communication were'ciassrooms

which showed Z.-:...ger gains on the science test.

Let us turn now to the individual. level and see if the

relationship observedit the classroom level also holds for

the sample-of target children. Task- related talk to peers

was a specific category in the Target Child Instrument. Ana-

lysis of variance showed a certain stability in the individu-
i

al's child's rate of talking across observations; (F=1.39;-

p < :009).
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The Target Child instrument also contained ascategory

balled "Winks Together with Others." Every time the observer
6

saw this occur, s/he made a check on the scoring sheet. As

with the rate of talking, child was a significant source of

variance in the frequency of this behavior Per obserVation;

4=1.28;p<.033).

**The frequency of .interdependent relations in
,

the

'text of the curriculum was very high. overall the target
".

child worked with another child an average of twice in A
P

A

three minute'-period. Table 10 gives the average rates of
(.1

theiebehavior.s foitarget children in the classrooms of

each of the nine teachers.

a-

INSERT TABLE 10 HERE

Although interdependent work relations were common in

all the classrooms, it is interesting to see that the lowest

average rates occur in Teacher #1, #2, and s-classroom.

Both Teacher #1 and #2 had two aides and tried to use direct

4. supervision wherever they could. As a result they cut down

on the lateral relations between Children.

The best measure of lateral relations between children

is one which simultaneously takes into account task-relited

talk and working together. We created a special variable,

called Talking and Working Together to capture the concept

of lateral relations. This was done by multiplying the rate

of student task talk per observation by the rate of observed



.

working together.per observation. The unit of "task talk"

was defined as an uninterrupted speech with the same part-

nen' The total frequency of these speeches for all three min-

ute observations was divided by the number of observations

for that child. This average rate of talking was then multi-

plied by the average number of times we scored "working toge-,

ther" for the same child.

Table 11 presents the partial correlations of this var-

-iable with the Math achievement test total and the con-

tentreferenced science test scores. As in 'previous analy-

ses, the pre-test score is partialed out. In addition to the

Talking and Working Together Index, Table 11 presents the

0 partial correlations for the two'parts of this index _Apar-
.

ately: Talking alone and Working Together frequencies. Also

included is the variable of. Talking and Manipulating. This

was scored when th(?, target child was simultaneously talking

about the task and handling the equipment at the learning

center.

INSERT TABLE 11 HERE

The best measure of lateral relations, Talking and.

Working Together, has a significant partial correlation with

the Science Mini-Test, .26, which is statistically signifi-

cant beyond the .01 level. The simple rate of task related

talk bears a significant relationship to the overall math

score, but the relationship to the science test is not sta-
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tistically significant. Instead, the simple frequencyof

working .togetheirpredicts the science test gains, but not
o

the'gains in the math test. Manipulating and talking is sig-

nificantly related to both test measures.

Overall, there is a strong relationship between these

measures of communication and interdependence and test score

gains. -The target child measures show that for tgese child-'

ten and with these more detailed measures, lateral relations

are helpful for learning pn the standardized achievement

test as well as for the science test. In'generalt-the re-

sults for the target child level parallel the results at the

?
Classroom level; lateral relations have the most signifi-

cance for the content - references test, but some significance

for the math test, as:cwell. The first hypothesis has re-

ceived support at the clasiroom and at the individual level

of analysis. The signficance -of this statement lies in the

completely independent nature of these two sets of observa-

Learning as as,Function of Implementation

We are now ready to*turn to the test of the second hy-

pothesis concerning the relationship between implementation

and leaining outcomes, using the three dimenions of imple-

mentation selected as having theoretical importance. Again,

these rich data allow us to test this hypothesis at the

41/
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class room and at the individual level. Fist., we testes

pothesis at the classroom leciel of analyslis.
.

ImplementatiOn'and Learning:Classroom Level

There 'are, in this, analysis, three dimenions of imple-

mentation: Productivity, Differentiation,, and Mediating

Learning 'Process. Productivity is measured by the average

number' of worksheets per child in a classroom. Differentia-

tion is measured by the average number ,of learning centers

in use per okservation in each classroo6: The various dimens-

ions of learning behavior are measured as described above,

by he average proportion of students in the classroom who

were seen engaged in presCribed learning behaviors.

Table 12 presentst.the zero order correlations among

all implementation and outcome measures. The reader should

keep in mind that relationships of implementation variables

, 'to outcome measures are-affected by, the pre -test,

scores(which are uncontrolled in 'this analysis),and by thee

small sample of29 classrodms on which the correlations are

computed. Also included in this'table are several combina-

tions of'prescribed learning behavi9r and productivity :

Reading/Writing & Worksheets; and Talk & Worksheets. These

intercorrelations permit us to examine how well the three di-

mensions, are related to each other. We can also see if all

F
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the prescribed learning behaviors work in pretty much the

same way in relating to productivity and differentfitioh.

The first thibgto notice about Table 12 is the low 'le-

* vel of relatiobship between the-measure of differentiation

and productivity ( r = .07 ); these are independent dimen-
,,

siobs. On the whole, there are modest positive correlations

between produ-ctivity,'differentfation, and the prescribed

learning behaviors with one striking exception. The propor-

tion of children manipulating the materials is negatively re-

lated to every other 'behavior (with the exception of talk-
_

irig); manipulation is also,negatively related to prOductivi-
\....,

ty and differdntiation. This-finding was totally unexpected.

There are significant zero-order correlations between ,

the number of worksheets and the post-test scores on the

CTBS. This would suggest that those teachers who covered

more of the curriculum, placing the recommended emphasis on

worksheets had better-reiults than those teachers who either

omitted weeks of the curriculum or did not demand that the

children complete their worksheets. The same is,not true for

the measure of differentiation. Of the various learning be-

haviors, reading/writing shoW significant positive-correla-

tions with CTBS math scores. Manipulation is significatly

negatively related with all learning outcome measures.

The relationship of implementation to learning out-

comes is quite different for the content- referencdd science

test than for the CTBS math test. For the science test, the

only significant zero order correlation with implementation

Page 53
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is a negative relationship with 'percentage of students mamip-

uiating materials,. There are other,puzzling negative rela-

tionships between this test and the measures, of Implementa-
)

tion. Bdth the level of differentiation and the percentage

, of students reading/writAg are negatively asdOciated with

post-test science outcomes; On the overall measure of Imple-,

mentation there is only a correlation of .10 with the sci-

ence test

In contrast,, for the CTBS math test; the correlation

with the combined implementation index is significant

at the .05 level. The only strange relationship ,f0T this-

standardized 'test of achievement is with the' percentage of

'students in the class manipulating materials---a negative re-

lationship.

The two teachers with the;weakest ,overall implementa-

tion happened to have the highest average pre-test scores.

The correlation between the measure ,of differentiation and

the pre-test was therefore -.5.
,

The correlation between

the proportion reading/writing'and the we-test score was

Thus,fAit becomes criticaito partial -out the effects
.

of the pre-test score in examining tile/impact of implementa-

tion on learning, especially,on the science test.

It can also be argued that it is essential to partial

out the effects of the pre-test scores on the CTBS. The

strong observed correlations between 'percentage read-

ing/writing and average number of worksheets and CTBS math

could be an artifact of classes who know how to read and
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4,

0

write comparatively well and are therefore found filling out

their worksheets and gaining higher Scores, not because of

the curriculum,'but because they are more advanced academ-

ically in the first place.

In*review, Table 12 demonstrates at'least-four points.

First, it indicates that the dimensions' of implementation

are relatively independent of each other. Second, there are

.
strong zero - order correlations betwen the CTS math., ana the

measures ofloroductivity and reading/writing. Third, -the per=

centale of students involved in manipulation of materials

his quite a diffetent relationship to other mediifing learn-

ing variables and tooUtcome variables than was expected by

the developer. This is why the combined index of implemen-
,

tation omits this'variable for the time being. Fourth, of

all the implementation variables, productivity is the most

powerful predictor of learning Outcomes. Producing more work-

Sheets is associated with higher average scores on CTBS

math.

TABLE 12 HERE.

Table 13 compares,the relative strength of. the differ-

ent dimensions of ,implementation in predicting the average

post-tests score for the classroom, partialing out the effect

of the average pre-test score. The relationship of productivi-

ty to the CTES math test holds, although it is no longer sta-

tistically significant, once the pre-test score is con-

410 trolled. The relationship of productivity to the science test
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0 is now postive once the effect's of the relation- ship

of productivity to the pre-test score is.'partialed out.

Differentiation has a modest positive relationship to

all learning outcome measures in this analysis. As for the be-

havioral variables, the strongest, predictor of the math CTBS

score is still the proportion reading/writing (r = .57)'.

This behavior bears no relatiOnship to the science test. In

contrast, the percentage of the class observed talking shows

a statistically significant relationship to the science test

(r = .64). Manipulation continues, to show negative relation-

ships to the learning measures.

TABLE 1 HERE

The second section of the table takes two dimensiods of IA-
,

plementation at a time to see if this increases the power to

predict learning outcomes. When worksheets and reading/writing

are coWned as a single index, there is a- statistically signif-

icant relationship to the average CTBS math scores. If talking is

combined with worksheets, ability to-predict math scores falls

somewhat from that of productivity alone.. The combination of'pro-
,,

ductivity and differentiation gives a stronger coefficient for -

eachof'the learning outcome measures than that yielded by each\

of these dimensions individually.

When three dimensions are combined into an index, or when

110

all variables are combined, the power to predict learning outcomes

remains high for the CTBS, but not as high'as the percentage talk;-
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in by iteslf, in predicting, the content referenced test.

Discussion of these results will be postponed until after

the hypotheses on implementation are repeated for the individual

level" However, it is valuable to review the results that should

be'compared to the findings on the individual level. Productivity,

as measured by the average number of worksheets per child in a

classroom has.powerful relationships to learning outcomes. ph-

served reading and writing seems to be more powerfully connect-

ted to the standardized math scores than to the science mini-

lest. The percentage talking is the most powerful predictor of

the science mini-test.

The three dimensions of implementation are not correlated

at the classroom level. DifferentiatiOn only has a modest pos-

itive relationship to lear9ing outcomes. It does have the ef-

ect'of boosting the power of productivity (worksheets) to predict

all learning measdres. similarly, one can boost the power of pro-

ductivity to predict math gains with the proportion reading/

writing, but productivity combined with proportion talking is in-

ferior to the simple proportion talking in predicting science test

gains.
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Implementation and Leiining:Individual Level

At the individual level the data are taken from the

target children, whom we observed weekly for three minute in-

tervals. These data onthe behavior of individuals are com-

bined with a contextual variable representing the instruct-

ional:organization of the classroom. One cannot analyze da-

ta on children as if they were operating in a vacuum; their

be ?avior will be very ,much affected by the task organizatiem

cf their 'classroom.

Effect of Productivity and Classroom Differentiation.

The best measure of productivity at the individual level is

the child's engagement with the task. This is also a Concept

which has the advantage of wide use in contemporary class-

room resea-renv-In-the-Zirget Child Instrument, every time

the child was clearly "off-task," the observer made a check

mark. The definition of "off-task" in the context of this

curriculum did not include' behaviors such as watching others

or behavior that might indicate thinking about task. The

whole concept of disengagement, it seemed to us, was rela-

tive to the demands of the task. A rigid definition of en-
F-

gagement such as "eyes front,", or working with instruction-

al materials, seemed quite inappropriate for this situation.

If the child were moving about or engaged playfully with

classmates, did the observer check "off-task."
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In developing a rate for "off-task" behavior, we 'count-
.

ed the proportion of all recorded behaviors that were in the

"off-task" categoti. We chose to do this rather than a

straight frequency count because of -the character of the

scoring system. If a child rapidly alternated between being

on and off'task, s/he might acumulate more "off-tisk" scores

than a child who was continually off-task for the observa-

tion:period. By creating an index of the proportion of?all

behaviors which were "off-task, we could derive a rate for
A

"off-task" behavior for the three-minute period. Translating

the proportion into a "rate" assumes that each recorded beha-
i

vior took approximately the same number of seconds.

In order to calculate a rate of "off-task" behavior

across observations for a-particular child, we carried out

an analysis of variance' to find out if there were rates

which were characteristic of particular children over the

weeks of observation. The child'proved to be a significant

source of _variance in the observed rates (F=1,68;p<-001). It

was then legitimate to create a mean "off-task" behavior-

rate for each target child by adding the rated for'each ob-

servation and-dividing by the total number of observations.

In the following discussion of results, we shall call this

statistic the mean rate of disengagement. It should, of

course, have a negative relationship to learning.

The frequency distribution of rates of disengagement

for the target children was skewed toward the low end of dis-

engagement. Table 14 groups this distribution into six inter-



vals.bSsed on natural breaking points in the,frequen y dis-

tribution. This curriculum was obviously a highly-en aging

one. Fully 19% of the target children were never see disen-
.

laged in all the weeks of observation. Fortyeight p -r' cent

were disengaged less than 11% of the time. Only 6% w re dis-

engaged, on the average; for more than a third of th- time.

This finding is especially significant in vie of the

fact that the sample of target children included tho e seen

as especially problematic by their teachers and children who

had little proficiency in English-or Spanish.

From a statisticalpoint.of view the fact that this is not a

,normal distribution is undesirable for regression an lysis.

However, in accord with common practice in the fiel we de-

cided' to use it anyway, keeping in mind the limitations of

the "measure and relying on examination, of other measures of

p, productivity to back up any results with this parti ular be-

havioral indicator.

INSERT TABLE 14 HERE

In designing eregression equation to test the impact

of disengagement on learning, the measure of differentiation

at the classroom leiml was inserted as a contextual

variable. The classroom measure of the average number of

learning centers in use was utilized as the measure of dif-

ferentiation. Clearly an individual's level of engagement

must be partly a function of the range of options of tasks



s/he -night be carrying out; in this case the number of use-

4able learning centers, is a good representation of the organi-

zation of the classroom. Bich child in a classroom was as-

signed the same value of the differentiatiOh.variable.

The average number of learning centers in use in a

classroom is negatively correlated with a child's rate of

disengagement Cr = -.22;p<.05).- This Correlation alongwith

all theother zero order correlations of the implementation

and outcome measures at the individual level may be seen in

Table 15. Unlike the classroom level anailysi, this_analysis

'finds a positive relationship between the two dimensions of

productivity and differentiation. There are several good

reasons why this might be the case. In the first 'p lace, the

behavioral measure is much closer in time to the learning

-
center usage than the worksheet measure used at the class-

,

room "level. When there are more learning centers in use, a'

child literally has more things available to do to keep him-

self busy. In the secdnd place, more learning centers in use

means that there are more small groups scattered about the

classroom. Small groups has repeatedly been found to produce

high levels of engagement in previous research (Berliner et

a1,19/8; Hess & Takanishi-Knowlei,1973; Ahmadjian,1980)

Although the observed level of associa ion is not very

high, the problem of multicollinearity must be kept in mind

when examining regression results. We chose to use step-wise

regressions on the learning outcome measures. The pre-test .

scores were stepped in first, followed by the contextual var-
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iable of number of learning centers in use. The measure of

productivity was. stepped in .last even though the problem of

.

multicollineaiity put it at some "disadvantage" in competi-
.

. _

tion with differefitiation and in competition with the

pre-test score on CTBS Reading..Tabie 15 shows that there is a

also a significant negatiye correlation between disengage-
.

ment and the pre-test score op the reading test.
Poor read-

ers are rather notorious in classrooms for their level of

disengagement.

INSERT TABLE 15 HERE

The order of the predictors in the regression was dic-

tated by theoreical considerations. It seemed to tis that

the impact df individual disengagement should be'examined in

light of the contextual situation as well as in light of the

individual's starting point on the test score. We .have in-
,

cltded the summary of R2 for each-regression equation with

the first, second, and third predictor variables-stepped-in.

Learning'outcome measures for.the indiviewal level'

analysis included the total score On the-standardized read-
,

ing test' as well as the math test(QTBS). Since preliminary

analysis of learning outcomes showed strong gains in reading,

for the clildren who experienced the curriculum, it was of

especial interest to link-these.gains with behavioril mea-

sures of implementation. The third measure of learning was

the content-referenced test, called the,Science Mini-Test.
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All three measures show very high intercorrelations at the

to points in time. Even the Science Mini-test is highly cor-

related with the reading test, despite the fact that the Sci-

ence Mini-test was read out loud to the children in English

and Spanish. These intercorrelations may be seen in Table

15. The very high level Of correlation, especially for the

reading test, between scores taken at two points in time,

means that the measures must make a contribu-

tion to explaining thevariancel. over and above the large

amount of variance that:is accounted for by the individual's

pre-test score.

Table 16 gives the results-6f the regression equations

o

on disengagement and differentiation. Despite the unfavora-

40
ble position of disengagement with respect to the order of

the predictors in the regression, disengagement is negative-

ly related to learning outcomes for all three measures. It

3

produces beta weights with statistically' slgnfcant E val-

ues. Of course the amount of variance it accounts for in

the learning measures is very small in comparison to the .im-

pact Ot,the individual's pre-test score. .The reading

pre-test score accounts for\71% of the variance in the

post-test score--- a "lion's share" of the variance.

Disengagement can only account for 1% of the variance in ad-

dition to what has already been acounted for bythe pre-test

score and the number of learning centers in use. Disengage-

ment accounts for 6% of the variance, uniquely, in the egua-
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tion on the math test, and 2% of variance'on the Science

Mihi-test.

INSERT TABLE 16 HERE
C,

Differentiation is not, by itself, a significant pre-

dictor of gains on the Science Mini-Test. This is parallel

to the finding at the whole class level. Differentiation,

does, however, have a statistically significant beta weight

in the equation for the reading teat. Finally, it should be

noted that in the case of each measure of learning, entering

the value of both the productivity and differentiation mea-

sure accounts for more variance than differentiation alone.

Effect of Learning Behaviors:Individual Level. At

the individual level the two most relevant behaviors to examn--

1

ine are the frequency of reading or writing and the rate of

talking and working together. These are the variables which

appeared to be important at the classroom level. From a the-
,

oretical point of view, we already know that working!togeth-

er and talking are important from the analysis of le 'impact

of lateral relations on learning. The significance of ob=

served practice in readingland writing as a piedictor of

gains on standardized achievement tests is particularly

great becaude of the fact that this "practice" took place in

a functional context of the child solving a problem. It did

'not take place in the context of the reading group or other
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drill, recitation or seatwork exercises, so common in to-

day's classrooms.

The index of reading/writing was a simple frequency

count taken for each target child observation. On the front .

of the scoring sheet the observer checked off whether or not

the child was seen reading or writing at any time during the

three minute observation. Thus the score could only be zero

or one for each observation. The total frequency was divided

by the number of observations to yield an average number of

times the child was seen reading or writing.

The index of talking/working together was described_in

the section on lateral relations. It is simply the product

of the rate of talking about the task and the rate of work-

ing with peers averaged across observations.

The intercorrelations of all the variables used in the

next set of regression equations are shown in Table Note,

that the two behavioral measures of reading/ writing and

talking /working together are unrelated to each other. Read-

ing/writing shows.a statistically significant relationship

to the math and reading achievement post-test scores. Talk-,

ing/working together is significantly °correlated 'ith

post-test scores on the math and science tests:

Note also that talking/working togethei is significant-

ly correlated with the pre-test score'on the math test. This

suggests that children who were advancediin mathematics

achievement may have been viewed as a v1.,:uable resoprce in
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the interaction of the classroom. In connection with another

secondary analysis of these data, we have shown that child-
, f (

ren who are chosen 'as gbod readers in these classrooms were

more likely to-be talking and working together. From a sta-

tistical point Of view, this means ;that the impact of talk-

ing and workiRg together,on math post-test scores faces com-
4

petitiom from the pre=test score. In the previous section on

lateral relations, we did see that talking/working together

no longer gad a significant correlation with the post-test
4

score, once the effect of the pre-test score was partialed

out.

The number of learning ccenters in use is correlated

with talking and working together ( r= .23;p <.05). Unlike at

the classroom level, differentiation is related to t e mea-

sure of mediating learning process. As described abov the

presence of more learning centers in action means that there

are more small groups .where children are likely to talk and

work together. Again, this. relationship presents a problem

of multicollinearity in a regress on where both differentia-

tion and this behavioral variable are present.

The same procedure was used for this series of regres-
s

,

sion as'the last. The pre-test score was stepped in first;

then the measure of differentiation; and finally the mea-

suresof mediating learning behavior. Table 17 presents the

beta weights for these predictors and the R2 for each re-

gression equation.
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INSERT TABLE 17 HERE

The observed frequency of reading or writing is a

significant predictor of gains on all learling outcomes.

The rate of *talking and working together has a significant

be a weight for gain's in the Science Mini-test, but not for

ii"t e standardized achievement test. These results parallel

the results found at the classroom level. It may be the case

that lateral relations are also important for gains in the

math test, but the problem of multicollfnearity may obscure-
,

the relationship. ,It will be recalled -that the rate of

talking, by itself, did predict post-test math,scores when

pre-test scores were held' constant.

The problems of multicollinearity are such that one
A.

cannot use indicators of disengagement along with these be-

havioral measures in the same regression equation. In-the

scoring system, if, a target child were not reading or writr-

fng cr talking, s/he was likely to be disengaged. "thid is

shown by the strong negative correlation between each behav=

ioralmeasure-and :disengagement (See Table 15).

Effect of Worksheets on Learning It will be recalled

that the average number of worksheets per child, as a mea-

sure of productivity at the classroom level, proved to be a

powerful prediCtor of learning:.However, we were unable to

-use number of worksheets per individuaichild as a measure
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of individual productivity because of, missing data and other

problems. In a special con,ract with the state of Cali-

/

fornia, the available worksheets for the target children

were carefully scored on -number of dimensions for the qual-

.

ity of performance (DeAvila & Cohen,1981)
..

. The. measure mostsclosely related to productivity was a

count'of the amount draw', and written on each week's work-
,

sheets-in response to the questions requiring the student to

describe procedures and results of their activities. This

measure of effort and .p

ii

oductivity showed gains over the

weeks of the curriculum. Furthermore, when the scores were
4

averaged, and the effect Of-the pre-test score partialed

out, there were significant partial correlations between the

amount written and drawn `on the worksheets and gains on the

standardized achievement test and on the Science Mini-test.

,Furthermore, other measures of the goodness of the infer-

ences-the child made on the worksheets, the quality of the

sentence structure, and the correctness of the computations

were also :significantly related to gains in all test scores,

using partial correlations. .

Parallel to the finding for classrooms,-worksheets are

also important for lear9ing at the indixlidual level. The

fact that reading/writing predicts gains on, the Science

Mini-test means that the worksheets were important. The

thoroughness and correctness with which these'worksheets

were filled out was strongly related to doing well on the
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content-referenced test? Thii aspect of implementation

proved to be quite critical to good results.

We did attempt some regression equations where read-

ing/writing and working/talking together were stepped in

along with the amount written and drawn, as a measure of pro-

ductivity. However, the worksheet measure did not prove to

--have a significant beta weight in this context.

This finding raises an interesting problem of the lim-

its of regression analysis for our pqrposes. Regression

treats all these variables as if they were occurring at the

same point in a procesd, but actually, they are better

thought of as taking place at three stages. The student's

prior level of achievement and the task organization of the

classroom set the stage. Next comes the learning behavior

which is aimed at the production of worksheets. As a product

of this effort comes the quality, and quantity of performance

on the worksheets. In future analyses, a path model may turn

out to be the best way to charaCterize these data.

0
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DISCUSSION

Review of Major' Results

Variation:in Implementation

There was considerable variation.in the way this curric-

ulum was implemented in the nine classrooms. Teachers clear-

ly could not manage the level of differentiation (12 learn-

ing centers per week) that was originally envisioned by the

developer. Even after the recommended number was cut to six,

the observed number of learning centers in simultaneous oper-

--ation suggests that many rooms operated with fewer than six

, III at a time. Nonetheless, the observed level of differetia-

a

tion was markedly higher than that in the math classes of

the same teachers (Rosenholtz,1981).

There was also marked variation in the amount of talk-

ing and working together among the children. Some teachers

were much better able to delegate authority to children to

assist each other and to take responsibility for solving the

problems of the curriculum and moving through the learning

centers than others. Some tried to use their aides to main-

tain as much direct supervision as possible using somewhat

larger groups of childien.

There was alsc marked variation in the stress placed on

completing the worksheets in the curriculum. Some teachers

did not complete the curriculum-. Others completed the curric-
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ulum but did not place much stress on filling out and turn-

iping,in the worksheets.

0

Implementation of Teacher Role

In the three day workshop, teachers were instructed in

how to make some decisions about special attention certain

children would need. This-was an aspect of the curriculum re-

quiring non-routine decision-making on the part of the teach-
,

er. She was to extend activities'of children_who were capa-

ble of carrying out the tasks at a higher level. She was to

give specific constructive feedback, based on the actual

`worksheet performance of individual students.

AnalySis of the data on teachers showed that there was

very little of this type of behavior on the part of teach-

ers. They were very busy trying to keep the children correct.:

ly oriented 'to the challenging activities. They found the

tasks very challenging themselves and were often only one

step ahead of thgir classes.

Classroom Processes and'Learning Gains

There were strong overall learning gains among the

children, not only on the substance of the curriculum, but

on the skills measured by standardized achievement tests.

Analysis of these gains by DeAvila Showed that there were al-

so gains in cognitive development and gains in English pro-
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ficiency among those'children who were not proficient in the

fall (De Avila,1981). In this analysis we were able to link

gains to specific aspects of classroom processes.

Analysis of gains on the content-referenced science

test showed links between learning and talking and working

togeiher as well as links between learning and reading and

writing. Furthermore, working out the problems on the work-

sheets was linked to gains on this test. In all these analys-

es, the effect of pre-test score was held constant.

Analysis of gains on the standardized math test showed

correlations between reading and writing in, the context of

the curriculum and post -test score. Also predictive of math

score gains were correct computations on the worksheets and

the drawing of Correct inferenceS. Furthermore the sheer num-

ber of worksheets completed in a classroom predicted average

. clamroom improvement
:
on the magi test.

Lastly, analysis of gains on the standardized reading

test at the individual level showed that.reading and writing

in the context of ple activities were predictive of improved

scores. Also, the more learning centers that were available

to the child, the greater were his/her gains. Finally, the

quality of the writing on the worksheets was predictive of

gains on the reading test.

Lateral Relations
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It was hypothesized that given the level of complexity

0 of this curriculum, interdependent relations among the stu-

dents would,reduc'e task uncertainty and would therefore lead

to more learning. There was gobd support for this hypothesis

in the 'relationships between the proportion of students who

were seen talking and average classroom gains on the Science

Mini -test. .,At the individual level the rate of talking and

working together among the target children was predictive of

;gains on the Mini-test. There were also some significant re-

lationships between the talking among the target children

and their gains on the standardized math test.

Dimensions of Implementation

It was hypothesized that each of three dimensions of im-

plementation would be predictive of learning outcomes: Dif-

ferentiation of the tecpnology; Productivity; and Mediating

Learning Process. There .were independent measures taken of

these dimensions at the classroom level and ac the level of

individual target children. Results showed links to differ-

ent learning outcomes for the different dimensions. However,

the basic results at the classroom and individual levels

were similar.

Productivity, as measured by the average number of work-

sheets per child in a classroom, showed positive but not

stati§tically significant relationships to the average gains

!II
on the CTBS math test at the classroom level. The relation-
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ship was also positive abut weaker for the Science Mini-test.

At the individual level, productivity, as measured by disen-
t

gagement among the'targetzchildren, was a significant pre7

dictor of all learning outcome measures, holding constant,

pre-test scores. Finally, productivity, as measured by the

amount written and drawn on the worksheets, showed signifi-

cant partial correlations with the post-test scores of the

math test 'and the Science Mini-Test, with the pre-test score

partialed out.

Of the major variables prescribed by the developer as

important for learning, reading and writing were strong pre-

dictors of gains on the math test at the individual and

classroom level. The frequency of reading and writing among

target chldren was a signficant predictor of gains on the

Mini:Test and CTBS Reading test, holding constant the

pre-test score. The second important mediating behavior was

talking or talking and Working together. This behavior

showed strong. links to learning gains on the science test at

the classroom and the individual level. Manipulation without

talking showed negative relations to learning at the class-

room level, but not at the individual level.

Differentiation, the third dimension, did not show

strong direct relationships to the.leaining measures. In-

stead it appeared to interact with the other dimensions. For

example, when the proportion of stjdents in classroom read-

ing or writing was considered jointly with the level of dif-

ferentiation, the power to predict learning gains on the

0
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math test was,greater than. when either dimension was cdhsid-

411 cored separately. Similarly; when the number of worksheets

was considered jointly with differentiation, the power to

predict gains for the math test in a classroom was improved

over either dimension separately. Only for reading, at the

target child level, did differentiation appear as a signifi-

cant predictor in the regression equation.

Differentiation was correlated with the number of
ANN.

weeks of the science curriculum the teacher completed; it .

thus had an indirect link to the average number of work-
A

sheets turned out per child because if the curriculum were

not completed, the 'child had access to fewer worksheets. At

the individual level, it was, also linked to talking and work-

ing together, so that target chfrdrep were more likely to be

found talking and working together in classrooms where there

were more learning centers n use.

Importance of the Teacher

The first issue to be discussed is the significance of

the teachers' failure to carry outk recommended teaching be-

rhalliors. Does this'mean that the learning gains were ach-

ieved -withqut benefit of the teachers' efforts and skill?

It is cleiir that much of the success .of the students was not

dependent on'what the teacher said in the way of feedback

and on various kinds of individualized instruction. However,

these task,-instructions were very carefully prepared and had
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been rather well pre-tested on migrant labor children in NPw

IIIMexico. Many of the tasks had a way of providing instant

feedback to the student---it either "Worked" or it didn't.

FurthermOre the peers gave much feedback-to each other while

.7-orking on the tasks side by side or interdependently. Last-

ly, the curriculum had redundancy in the multiple activi-

ties; many of them taught the 1 underlying idea but in a

very different media and mode,:Alhus i the child didn't

understand one activity, he might pick-up the idea with the

next learning center teaching the same concept. Under these

Conditions of a carefully conceived and engineered

1,rriculum, one might Indeed conclude that the success of

the curriculum was not as dependent on the teacher as is the

case with more conventional curricula.

However, it would be a great mistake to conclude that

the teacher was unimportant to the running of *this curricu-

lum. She had a critical role to play in orienting the child-

ren to the learning centers, in setting up working relations

between the children, in getting the children moving around

between learning centers, and in seeing to it that work-

shees were completed and completed fully. This was more of

a managerial than a directs instructional role. Some of our

teachers managed it much, better than others.

Id this year's contract we did not analyze the data on

coordination and control strategies of the teacher; that .

*ask remains for next year. However, the findings on the im-

.411 portance of worksheets and lateral relations suggest thl cri-
,
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tical importance of the coordidation and control functiOns

of the teacher.

One final point is in order. If we were able to help

teachers more effectively in implementing the recommended be-

havibrs, it might still be the casethat the:learning out-

comes would be superior to what was found in this study.

Thus the significance of these particular behaviors it still

unknown: .
t ' i

3 o o
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P
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Lateral Relalion's:and.Learning

,

3

.

The second isSue fOr discussion is the way in which lat-
,

.eral relations led to 'Superior learning outcomes on the con,

tent-referenced test. Accdrding to organizatiOnal,sociology,

interdependence among the workers under conditionSof cod-

plexity reduces task uncertainty. This was almost certainly

the case for children trying to find' heir way through a ndv-

el set of instructions at the learning centers. The tasks

,were thoroughly challengingto adult or.child. For many Of
. i

the .target children, there was additional uncertainty stent- .

.111144,E,:-4 E4e,Pr inability tt read, very well or to write the

.
.

..-.
.

answers to questions on'the.worksheets. There were also a
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,

1.:
nupbei:44Ifbildren in the target child

,

sample who had limit-

.

. ,

cl profj^lency.,,inspOth English and Spanish. These children ,
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.,..., ...
.

.

*ild meed access, to both languages in order to decode what
,
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tilOY-Were.enqdted tddo. For these children', seers repre-
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.
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sented a valuable resource in finding out what they were sup-

.

posed to Yil doing. Without this help they might ve y well

have missed the benefit of the learning center act'vities.

Clearly the adults could not. be everywhere at oLce giving in-

diviclualized assistanc

Lateral relations may ha'\e fulfilled multiple functions

,

in Aearding the math and science concepts in the curriculum.

In addition to reducing task, uncertainty as described above,

it probably gavS.,the children the\opportunity to practice
s,tz'

all the new scientific vocabulary (6:.t loud, thus committing

the words to working memory. There were many vocabulary

items on the Science Mini-test. Students were also heard to

give very, fine explanations to each other, no doubt improv-

ing the understanding of,the explainer as well as the "ex-

plainee.3 Many times, the group would brainstorm their way

through to the solution of a mechanical or intellectual prob-

lem:

The very act of talking with each other about the tasks

is of critical benefit to children who show limited profic-

iency in oral language. The children who were`limited in

both English andSpanish proficiency learned just as rapidly

as their classmates in this bilingual curriculum. They were .e

samedeas talkidg quite frequently in English; and their Eng-

lish proficienCy improved as a consequence of their experi-

ence. COnventional classroqms, even those classrooms special-

izing in English as a Second Language, rarely give much time

to peer talk about work. These classroots contained many pro-



ficient English speakers, so children with limited English

110 proficiency had access to peers who spoke standard Eriglish.

At the same time they had lingustic access to the,curriculum

through the bilingual curricular material and through the'
Q

teachers and aides who were found to use'both,Englis4h and

!*.7panish(De Avila and Cohen,1981:).=

A final function of lateral relations is the improve-

ment of the engagement ofthe students°. Talking and working

together was strongly related to-engagement among the target

children. There was a very high overall level of engagement

in this curricular setting. When children are 'not expected

to,sit quietly, but are perMitted a more active mode of

leaining which involves talking to small'groups of peers,

the engagement level will be very high. This, in turn, has a

favorable impact on ,learning.

Gains in CTBS

o

This curriculum was not originally designed to produce

gains in reading and computation. The curriculum Content

does have direct relevance to general concepts included in
0

the applications section of the math CTBS., In addition, the

worksheet problems frequently aaked the student to set up

the computation, much as a standard word problem does. In

the early versions of this curriculum, tested on children of,

migrant labor in New Mexico, gains in standardized achieve-
,
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ment. tests we're first noted. We included these' tests as part

of our battery to see if these,gaids would be repeated.

The findings.on these tests clearly suggest that the

curriculum provides ample practice in reading, writing, and

computing, Furthermore, this practice appears to have a

off." in gains -on thedTBS measures. The 'significance of this

finding is far deeper than the common research result that

active practice and active learning time yields test, score

gains. In this case, the practice did not take thelchape of

141 N
t

small group Work with the teacher', or seatwork,.or drill.
7

.Rather it took place in a peer setting, where ,children could

and did ask each other to read for them and to tell- them

0 what to put down on the worksheet. Futhermore,'when they

did read and write, it waS in .the context' of carrying out an

intrinsically interesting task, not as an empty exercise.

There was little evidence vof directqnstruction or feedback

on any skill during this curriculum.

In other words, this was an alternative to direct instruc-

tion which still yielded a high level of active ;earning

timed simultaneousl roducin gains in thinkin skills in

the math/science area.

t

The children in these schools were part of % special bi-

lingual program, which provided teacher aides, special work-
.

shops for teachers, .strong emphasis -on reading and math clas-

ses -and considerable testing of the attainment of teaching

objectives. In other words, much of their regular program

took the form of_ compensatory education. In the early anAlys-
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/is of learning outcomes, DeAvila found that the children who

had experienced FO/D show._ superior test score gains to oth-

er children .of the same grade experiencing the same compensa-

tory programs.(DeAvila,1981).

Rosenholtz observed the math'classes of a sdb-sample

of target children; these were,the same teachers who taught

our curriculum. Hd found ability groups under close supervis-

ion, receiving far more eMphasis on routine computation than .

onIthe conceptual side of the mathematics curriculum

(Rosenholtz,1981). These' observations suggest that there

were. at least two sources of the superior math scores of

children in FO/D. One was the active method by which con-

ceps were taught at the learning centers in comparison to a

,41, tendency to neglect this side of the curriculum in math

,

classes. The other source was undoubtedly all the extra prac-

tice in reading; writing and computation provided by the

worksheets and instructions themselves. CTBS is administerd

only in- English and foes require reading skills as well as

math skills.

A most interesting finding was that the more different

learning centers we saw in use, the higher were the gains in

the target child's reading scores. Evidently, the more in-

structions and 'worksheets they grappled with, the better it

was for their reading skills.

Currently, much is heard about the benefits of direct .

instruction for children who are working below grade level

in' academic skills (although exactly what is meant by "di-



rect instruction" is not always clear). These results :an

counter to any conceivable definition of direct instruction.

Here are children who operate well below the state testing

norms, making sharp gains in a classroom which is not organ-

ized for direct instruction at all. Instead, there are multi-

ple tasks with multiple groupings of children functioning as

interacting pairi and small groups, taking responsibility

for-their own learning. The gains on the standardized ach-

ievement tests are a by-product gained at the same time that

the children are developing more abstract thinking skills.

However, these gains do not occur by.magic. It is essen-

tial for an educator who wants to learn from the results of

'this curriculum to realize that this is a very carefully pre-

pared curriculum. The instructions are detailed and clear;

they are presented in English, Spanish and pictographs.

There are carefully designed worksheets in English and Span-
.

ish available for almost every learning center. All the mat-

erials for the activities were boxed for each learning cent-

er, so the children or teacher had only to open up the box

and "set up shop." The activities had been pre -tested; they

had very high intrinsic interest and did not regui e a mid-

dle class set of experiences to understand. The chi ren

were told that it was legitimate to use each other as re-

sources. Finally, this was not an "open classroom." Children

were, clearly told that they were to complete each learning

center and worksheet.
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Impact of Differentiation

In many ways the results on the number of learning cent-

ers in use (the measure of differentiation of the curricu-

lum) are the most difficult to interpret. It helps to remem-

ber that all but thirteen of the FO/D observations fell into

a "high complexity" category developed by Rosenholtz(1981).

Thus when one looks at'the results of variation in different-

iation, one is looking at differences of. degree, given quite

a high level. of differentiation to star: with. Even so, it

was originally assumed that the more different activities

the students experienced, the more they would gain on the

catentc.referenced test. This was really not the case. 'It is

0 not clear that the level of complexity orignally mandated by

the curriculum would produce markedly better results than we

Some of the failure of the measure of differentiation

to have a direct impact on learning can be explained from

the intimate knowledge we gained of how different teachers

operated. One teacher had a low level of differentiation at'

any one time, but got through more worksheets than anyone

else by giving the curriculum extra time and by seeing to it

that everyone finished their worksheets. Another teacher

had a high level of differentiation, but inadequate"control

of the worksheet production, thereby lowering productivity.,.

This kind of observation suggests why it is that different-.

iation does not produce gains by itself. Differentiation

Page 83.-
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411
does not tell enough about the .control system drithe-class-

4

room. One has to consider worksheet production and different-

iation Simultaneously to arrive at a set of sufficient condi-

tions for benefiting from the curriculum.

Differentiation also has to be considered simultaneous-

ly with lateral relations. There were, teachers who went

through the curriculum in a relatively mechanical way with-

out sufficient attention to the process of talking and work-
.

ing together. It may beothe case that unless differentiation ,

resulted in small groups who ta3td and worked together, one
O

does not see the benefit of different learning activities.

Perhaps teachers who managed lateral relations particularly

,well, produced understanding of the basic concepts of the

curriculum with fewer activities. This interpretation is sup-

ported by the finding thatclassrooms where larger propor-

tions' of students were manipulating the materials without

talking did more poorly on tests than rooms where more talk-

ing was taking place. Classes with large percentages of

children manipulating the materials may well have been class-
.

es where the children did not understand too much of what

they were doing and'were not using their peers to find out.

In this case differentiation would benefit the class very,

little.
/

There are two implications of this .discussion of dif-

ferentiation. One is that further data analysis will have to 4.

move beyond the limitations of the regression technique to

something like path analysis, where we can test out these



4,

0

more complex notions of alternative ways to achieve gains on

the science test, notions that involve stages over time from

differentgation, through the mediating learning process, to

the production of worksheets.

The other implication is for the curriculum itself.

This curriculum could probably achieve excellent results

without EOrcihg the teachers to maintain anywhere near the

level of differentiation originally envisioned. Ai a matter

of fact; if teachers really did try to have 12 learning cent-

ers'function simultaneously in classes of 28-30 children,

they might well have had a low level of lateral relations, be-

-cause tob few-children would be at each center. This was

probably an inheritance of the driginal setting of this cur-

riculum in New Mexico where much larger groups of children

',were taught
sjmultaneouily. It will be necessary for the de-

.

veloper of this curriculum to consider which activities

might be dropped- and what core should be retained so as to
,

keep the important feature of redundancy of major concepts

'while lessening the managerial burden on the teachei.

The exercise of trying to understand the impact of dif-

ferentiation leads to a set of principles for working with

teachers ofcthis curriculum. In a way, the issue of differ-

.

entiation is probably one of efficiency. If the teacher has

good lateral relations and six or seven learning centers op-
,

erating, along with tight control of worksheet production,

she'could.get exCellent results in a shorter amount of

class time spent on the curriculum. Teacher #9.is an excel-
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lent example of the benefita-of-this approach. If the teach-

er tries to Maintain more direct supervision, while maximiz-

ing worksheet production, then she is going to have to spend

much more time working with a lower level of differentia-,

tion. She will face the additional drawback, of having sacri-

ficed lateral relations to direct supervision. Wewill under-

stand more about these strategiet of direct supervis.on vs.
4

delegation as a result of next year's analysis'.

.
Engagement and Learning

This model of classroom organization produces very high

levels of engagement among language minority children. It

would undoubtedly be successful inother academically hetero-

genous settings. It is,however, critical to remember that

this engagement was predicated upon full access to both Lan-
.

,guages, along with access to English speaking children. With

this proviso, the general model of classroom organization

represents a challenging alternative to individualization in

dealing with academically heterogenousclassrooms. It did

not have the difficulties of elaborate diagnosis and pre.:

scription, nor the burdencf elaborate record keeping teach-

ers find so' objectionable,. Nor does it run the risk of degen-

erating, into nothing more than individAlized seatwork. The
7 '1

adjustment toindividual need comes from the open character

of the tasks, which can be done in different ways by differ-

!'
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ent children, and from the access to many different resourc-

4, es for assistance.

It does require a very carefully prepared curriculum

with tasks designed to be carried out =at different levels' of

cognitive development. Without special training in the under-

,

lying developmental. theory, it As difficult to imagine the

typically trained teacher creating such a curriculum.

It also reqUiret the teacher to delegate authority to

the learner to complete the tasks and to delegate authority

to lateral relations. Rosenholtz found that under conditions

of high complexity, the use of lateral relations was an im-

portant precondition for ehigh.level of task '

engagement(1981).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS'

We have reported the analysis of data on implementation

ti
of a complex curriculum'and'a battery of learning measures.

The curricululf,' Finding Out /Descrubrimiento, was designed

b teach thinking skills to language minority children by E.

D- Avila. There were 170 different activities in math/sci-

ence to be tied over 14 weeks. With the use of learning

centers, twelve activities were planned Ter week. The activi-

ties were designed tc teach thinking skills rather than

to

facts of science or rjutine arithmetic operations. Using de-
.

velopmental principles, beAvila selected those activities

which could be carried out by children operating on differ-

ent developmental levels. The student who completes the cur-

* ricuium has many opportunities to work with the same basic

concepts; the activities vary the media and mode,.but sys-

tematically repeat the same underlying concepts. All instruc-

tional materials are prepared in English, Spanish and pidtc-
.

graphs.

Nine bilingual'classrooms, grades two through fours par-

ticipated in the project; there were 307 children and nine.

teacher-aide teams: The schools were located in five dis-

im the San Jose area. Teachers-and aides experienced

a three day workshop, training them in the use of the curric-

ulum activities and in the recommended classroom management .-

techniqued: There,was one follow-up workshop in mid-year..

1.
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e The, classes ,were made up largely of children of Hispanic

41/.. background with 'a' small proportion of. Anglos, Blacks and

Asians.'Parental background was working class and lower

-white collar. There were a few children from welfare famil-

ies. Children had varying levelsoof language proficiency in

,English and Spanish.

This curriculum required a decentralized classroom org-

anization. There were multip4 Yearning .centers operating si-

multaneously. Each center had different activities with dif-

ferent materials and worksheets. Children, had to take re-

sponsibility to progress through each learning center and

fill out the worksheet for that center's task. Teachers were

instr'ctea to,legitimize peer work relationships by telling

the children that they had the right to ask anyone.else at

their cehter for assistance and the duty to assist anyone

who asked for help. Groups working at each center were heteg-

ogenous academically and linguistically.

This was, mot a demonstration project.where extensive

funds were invested in teacher preparation or in thefbiring

of master teachers. Instead these were teachers'who wanted

*o` learn abodt the teaching of elementary science and who

-.felt thalanguage minority children should have access to

science material's. At the time this curriculu'm was implement-

',

ed, science was, for all practical purposes, missing from

the curriculum of the schools that were in the study.
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In addition to an extensive battery of pre and

post-test measures of learning, the data bank included

',detailed measures of classroom organization, teacher behav-

jar and observed learning behavior of a sub-sample of target

children. These instruments were deSigned to measuee'rele-

vent sociological features. of the classroom as well as speci-

fic features of this curriculum. The instruments 4ere develo-

ped by Cohen and Intili out of their years of work with the

Environment for Teaching Program at Stanford.

Students whO participated in the curriculum showed sig-

nificant gains on CTBS math and reading tests, a,test of cog-
,

nitiRe developmenti,a test of oral English proficiency, as

as on the content-referenced test developed for this

curriculums Beyond these overall learning outcomes, the anal-

ysis in this report linked specific gains on learning mea-.

sures to observed behavior and written performance during

the weeks of the curriculum. The following were the major re-

sults:

1. Talking and working together was a predictor of

aains on the content-referenced test, both at the overall

-classroom level and for the sample of target children.

2. Reading and writing behavior was a predictor of

gains on-the CTBS tests, math and reading,. both at the class-

room level and for the sample of target children.

4.



3.Trie quality of performance on the worksheets was a

predictor of gains on standardized tests and on the con-
,.

tent-referenced test. 0

A. The level of engagement on the task was unusually--

high; 19% of the target children were never seen off-task;

only 6% were.found to he disengaged more than 30% of the

time. Nevertheless, disengagement was negatively related to

gains on all test-measures.- -

All these analyses were carried out with correlational
O

techniques in which the effects of th re-test scores for

classro6Ms and individuals were held constant when measuring

the effect of a process variable on learning outcomes.

"A Sociological View of Student Interaction

Several sociological hypotheses were tested in these

data. Classroom organization was concep ualized as work ar-

rangements and instruction -was..conceptualized as technology.

Ge

In this war the work of the6sociologists who have studied ,,
. . .....,..-.-- ....-11-...

.p.,

-.

,-.....7-,-lorTanliAtioti was applied-to classroom lnstr cation .-- It- Tifa.q,:e, ...

- . .,- t
,..: ...-_- .- ia. .;* e "'

-_-
,........ _ -... . ... .-t.'1404" 0. ' %

r ..,,.. ,

"
--, hypothesized ..----thatinterdeiDen nt work relat-lons among ,the -

, , .

.,_ .

ildr,06 would reduce task uncertainty and thereby improve
-

learning-:outcomes..The fact that different ,teachers' used fat-

eral relations among the chldren in varying degrees allowed-

us to, test this. hypothesis. As cited above, this hypothesis

received strong support in the finding that talking and
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working together was a predictor 'of learning on the con-

tent- referenced test.

A Sociological View of Implementation

Implementation was conceptualized as having three di

mansions: differentiation of the technology; productivity of

the student-workers, and occurrence of learning behaviors

prescribed by tie curriculum developer. It was hypothesized

that the degree to which each of these three dimensions was
. .

implemented in the'classrooms would predict ldarning out-
.

cames.

Productivity and the prescribed learning behaviors

proved to be direct predictors of learning outcomes. Degree
.

of differentiation was only linked indirectly to learning

outcomes. Differentiation appeared to 'interact with the

other two dimensions, such that optimal learning outcomes

were produced when the instruction was Irdre differentiated

and a high level of individual productivity was present.

Likewise, optital learning outcomes were produced.mhen more
1 r. " I

-
differentiation was accompani:ed by mord student interaction

(a prescribed learning behavior).

C
0

Implications-and Conclusions

:A General Approach to Instruction
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This was not just an evaluation study of a partidular

curriculum. .1.1-ing,a sociological view, this curriculum may

be seen as one example of a highly differentiated, rational-

ized type' of instruction. Other highly differentiated-curric-

ula, such as many of the science curricula for the element-

ary schools, would be,expected to have the same difficultiei.

with implementation expekienced by these nine teachers. They

are likely to cut down* the 'level of differentiation recom-
.

mended by the developer because they do not-know how to dele-

gate authority to lateral relations amongthe children. They

also are not uniformly conscious of the necessity to control

student output in ways other than routine supervision.

The results of this analysis suggest how these problems

might be handled. Teachers can be provided with general prin-

ciples concerning these management problems rather than de-.

manding that they faithfully implement every part of the cur-

riculum. Recognizing that they invariably make adaptations,

they can be instructed not to sacrifice lateral relations or

worksheet productivity with whatever changes they choose to

make. Furthermore, specific assistance and modeling in how

to delegate adthorlity to children and how to maintain con.:

trol over a decentralized system is ih'oider,. TheqeaCher

may come 'to understand that s/he can cut down on differentia-

tion, bit not at the expense of the other two dimensions.

An Alternative to, Individualization and Direct Instruction
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The success of this approkch in an academically and lin- ,

0

guistically .heterbgenous classrooms suggests an alternative
0

to either individualization or direct instruction. This cur-

riculum/approaph features interacting students who take re-
.

sponsibility for completing their learning tasks, and ser-

iously challenging learning materials with a high level of

intrinsic interest. The teacher dqes not diagnose or pre-
,

scribe, nor does s/he carry out direct instruction, recita-

tion or drill. The teacher plays a critical managerial role

at minimum.

This approach produces very high levels of engagement.

Engagement produces active learning time and thus measurable

gains in learning.

asic skill improvement is achieved through practice in

the context of intrinsically interesting tasks. Reading,

writing, and computation, have instrumental value in the com-4.

pletion of the learning tasks. It is possible to provide

practice in basic skills in this way in curricula witn a

wide variety of teaching objectives. In this case the curric-

ulum aimed ;it the development of thinking skills but pro-

P
iduced gains in basic skills though active practice in a con-

text that' Wade sense from the point of view of the learner.

These gains in tile basic, skills in no way compromise the
,

°achievement of the primary objective of the curriculum.

e
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`The success of this curriculum/approach, however, is

based om some important conditions that would probably Have

t=to be met by any designer of instructional settings. The cur-
, d

riculum materials were challenging intellectual tasks and

were extremely carefully prepared with instructions in two

languages and pictographs. The tasks were open-ended

allowing children of varying developmental levels to carry

out the activities in different ways. Basic concepts were

Btaught through multiple activit44 with differing media and
_ .

modes: The learning materials were items familiar regardless

of class,or cultural.bac ground. Furthermore, t4 teachers
.e,

received the support of an aide and the careful preparation

of all teaching materials.

In addition to these features of the curriculum and its

preparation, there were important conditions of the class-

riom organization. Heterogenout small groups were used :The

social structure made it legitimate for children to use each

other as resources. Finally.there was a strong,set of de-
.

mands,.reguiring each child to proceed to each learning cent-

, er and finish each task and accompanying worksheet.

0,

Although,this method of organizing classrooms and in-

btruction is "swimming against the educational stream" which

is now returning to more direct methods of instruction, it

is by no means impossible to achieve with ordinary class-

rooms and teacher-aide teams. There are undoubtedly curricu-

lar materials which could be adapted to the approach.

a O
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In closing, we hope it has becOme clear that sociologi-

cal approach to classroom organization and instruction can

yield new and different approaches to increasing educational

.prodUctivity.

,

0

J

44

a
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F^otnotes
°

1. In this instrument, the coder could not distinguish
..-ether talking was about the curriculuin or not. Observer

-comments, however, indicate that most talk was task-related.
f,nalysis of the data on individual t,rget children tends to
"onfirm this observation. In the Target Child Instrument,
talking was broken into "on task," and "off-task." There was
very little "off-task" talk in comparison,,to "on-task" talk.

a

0

a
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6 TALE 1, ct,

Degcription,of-the Participants in the Experiment
by Grade Level and Student Age

o

/

I Number
. Grade of N °of Students who Consis- Average Age
'Level Classes tently Participated in Years.

.
c

4.

2/3 2' 9 8.33
3- 5 134 8.66
"3/4 1 32 . 9.25
4 1 26 9.66

1.1

4

\

TABLE

'Description of the Stu,dent Participants in the
Experiment by Level ofLanguage

'Proficiency

4

Level of Language Proficiency on Pre-Test 'N

%

Minimal .Language Proficiency in either
English or Spanish 21 1 r 4

Limited Bilingual b 69

Partially Bilingual 33

Monolingual in English 85
Monolingual in Spanish . 22

:..

Bilingual in Spanish. and English 23
e

TOTAL Students Tested 253

c Page 100
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TABLE 3

Reliability of Teacher Observation Instrument

Observer
Number

Number of Times
Reliability Was

Assessed

Avezage %
Agreement

2 3 .90

3 1 .91

4 1 .92

5 2 .88

6 3 .86

7
.93 r.

8 1 .93

9 2 .89

10 3 .91

11 .3 .91
,14

12 3 .89

13 2 e .91 4.r

Grand Mean = .90
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TABLE 4

Reliability of Whole Class Observation Instrument

Ob4erver Number Number of Times Average %
Reliability Was .Agreement
Assessed

O

1 1 .90

2 .90

4 7:3
.90

5 2 .93.

6 1 .85

7 .3 .87

8 2 .98

9 2 .85

10 4 .94

2 .95

12 3 .90

Grand Mean = .91
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Observer
:Number

1

2

.7411.1e
3

.,

4

a

.s

6

8

10

11

12

TABLE 5

Reliability of Target Child.Instrument

, Number of.Times
Reliability Was
Assessed

1

Average %
Agreement

. 093

a

2 .91

.

':.

,.

3

.3

.89

.92
a

1 .89

2 .91

2 .p8

O

1 87

8 .93

1 .76

Grand Mean = .90

,,
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TABLE 6

Classroom Variation in Criterion Referenced Test and Standardized
Crass Mean Scores on Pre and Post-Test

Achievement Test:

Student Outcomes: Mean Clags Scores

Science Mini-Test:Pre
Post

CTBS Math Test: Pre
Post

CTBS Math Applica-:Pre
tion Post

1

49 -.3

56.9

42.1
67.7

9.4
14.3

2

54.5
65.6

46.4
60.5

9.7
12.4

Teacher Number
s 4 5,

48..1 40.0 43.3
60.9 46.5 54.5

48.4 27.3 26-5
66.6 47.8 56.1

8.5 6.3 5.0
12.9 8.2 11.2

6

43.0
47.1

32.9
44.1

7.1
7.4

7

42.4
48.2

42.1
-82.7

7.7
20.0

8

49.2
54.1

39.3
56.7

7.8
11.2

9

50.1
60.8

58.8
70.6

12.5
16.5

y

wm
m
a

a
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TABLE ,7

Curriculum Weeks Completed by Each-Classroom

Teacher Number

1

3

4

5

6

7

8.

9

o

rAv
Curriculum4Ardeks

14

14

8

9

11

14

14

8

13

O
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1TABLE 9
F

Variation Among Teachers in Percent of Students Involved in Mediating-Learning Activities,
Differentiation of the Curriculum and Student Productivity

Implementation Variables

Mediating Learning Process

1

0

2 3

-Teacher Number
4 5 °

,

6
.7

.-

8 9

(Average Percent of Students Observed):
.Reading/Writing . 11% . 4% 12% . 6% 6% 9% 13% 7% 9%

Talking(only) . .
.9% 6% 9% _ 7% .16% 5% 7% 5% 18%

Talking while Manipulating Materials 17% 22% ' 19% 22% 26% 28% 28% 18% 34%

Manipulating Materials Without 26% 11% 20% 20% 27% 31% 17% 21% 12%

: Talking
.

Differentiation of the Curriculum

(Average Number of Learning Centers
in Use During Period)

,

4.1 3.8 4.8 6.3 4.7 5.1 6:6 2.3 6.9

Productivity of the Class

(Average Number of Worksheets Com-
pleted by a.Child in tge Class over

104 65 62 46 69 42 67 34 73

the Course of Activities)



TABLE 10

Average Frequency Per Three Minutes for Target Child
. Working Together with Peers:
Means and S.D.'s for Nine Classrooms

Teacher *Av. Rate Per
Nuhber Three Minutes

1 1.77
2 1.84
3 2.23.
4 1165

7

1
.22

5 08
6 95

8 2.04
9 2.49

,...,

.,,

. Grand' Mean = 2.04

S.D. Number of
Children

.89 7

.80. 11

.59 13

.69 14

.52 12

.99 10
1.19 9

1.06 12'

.84 12

.85 N =100



TABLE 11,m,

. Relationship of Observed Behaviors to Post-Test Scores:
Partialing Out Effect of Pre-Test Scores

Rates Of Observed
Behavior-

'Talk

Manipulate

Manidpulates ± Tdlk

Works Together

(Work Together)(Talk)

* p < .05
** p <'.01
*** p < .001

CTBS
Math

Content - Referenced
Science Test

(n=65) (n=97)

.41*** .15

.21* ,-.05

.20* .17*

.03 .21*

.26**

1
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Average Number
Worksheets
Completed

Average Number
Learning Centers
:n Use

a

Average Percent
reading/
Writing

,tverage,Percent

talking
No Manipulating)

Average Percent
Talking

Total
0

Average' Percent

Manipulating

index

Aeading/Writing
and Worksheets

:ndex

Talk and
1:orksheets

Index

Ta
Inplementation

Science
Post,.

Test

CT8S

*Math Total

Post

CTBS
Applicatiolk
'Subscale RIF

, ;

average I
Worksheets
Completed
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X
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3 !able 12

ZERO ORDER CORRELATIONS =AMONG, IMPLEMENTATION AND OUTCOME MEASURES
(n = 9)

.
..-4dexH.: Inder. Index

Average # Average % Average % Average % Average % 13elidin§7°' Tap( Total. Science CIIIS CTRS

Learning Reading/ Talking Tilking Manip. Writing & Imp. Post , Math Apc
Total TestCenters Writing (No .& Worksheets Total Subscale

In Use Manip.) Worksheets
ES,

Post Post

2 3 "---. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

*** *** ** ** **,

.07 .35.' .43 .22 -.06 (.83)a (.85) (.72) .40 .57 .54

*

X - .35 .39 .65
**

-.24 .25 .27 !.64) -.35 .29 .35

** **

X .00 .04 .15 (.81) . .21 0' (.64) -.18 .63 .58

X (.88)*** -.21 .27 (.84)" (.69)
**

.32 .27

,-,

X -.21 .16 (.43) (.65)** .10 .24 .34 "&i,
f-I

0

.31

4

.05 -.13 -.10 -.51
*

6 -.52
*

X

,X (.65) (.83)*** .14 .73 .68
**,

181
(.84)*** .43 :50 .51

,

X .10 .67 .67

X .31' .26

X

X



TABLE 13

THE RELATION OF IMPLEMENTATION TOLEARNING OUTCOMES,

CONTROLLING FOR MEAN LEVEL OF'KNOWLEDGE OF MATH/SCIENCE BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION
(n = 9 classes)

G .N,
Partial Correlationc'with
Learning Outcomes (DF=6)

Math Total Application Score on

Subscale Subscale Content

ImpleMentation Variables Score on in Referehced

(Standardized Scores) CTBS Math CTBS Science Test

I. Individual Relations of Dimensions of Implementation to Outcomes

Productivity:* Averagenumber of worksheets completed by students in a class. ;497' .44 .31

Differentiation of Curriculum Process: Average number of learning centers

used in a class.
.27 .32 .32

Mediating Learning Process: (
Percent of class observed Reading/Writing during FO/D period.. .57 .57 -.02

re,cent of class observed Talking or Discussing with others. .13 .21 .--4-64!.

Percent of class observed Talking and Manipulating materials during

FO/D period.
.09 .23 :45

.

Percent of class observed only Manipulating materials during FO/D period. -.13 -.31 -.23
0 0

,-1

II. Indexed Measures of Implementation (Likert type scales) using Two Dimensions
_,I

--F-Concept
.

b
w
m --
0

.62
Mediating Learning Process and Productivity.... 0 ** *

a

Percent Reading added to average number of worksheets completed in a class. .66 .17

Percent Talking added to average number of worksheets complpted in a class. .39 .37 .56

119 Productivity and Differentiation: Average number of worksheets completed in a
.54 154 .39

class added to average number of learning centers in use.-

III. Indexed Measures of Implementation (Likert type scales) using Three Dimensions

of Concept

Mediating Learning Process, Productivity and Differentiation

. Percent Reading added to average number of worksheets produced and average

number of learning centers in use.
Percent Talking added to average number of worksheets produced and average

number of, learning centers fn- use.

Total Implementation:
\y. Percent Talking added to percent Reading, average number of worksheets

**
roduced,and average number of learning centers use. .

*,

'. nfg.1 . . r!="..0. .. ,

p**
.66 .65

.41 .45

.57 .60

* *

*

.25

.56

.44
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TABLE 14 ,

. .

'. . .
o

Freguency aistribution of Rates of Off Task Engagement

n
Off-Task

0% 19 a,

1% - ,10% *48

24.4% - 13.6% 12. .

410.5% - 18.8% 10',

% of children
in Target-
Sample

.24.1% - 27.1% 5 k
' 5%

33'.9% - 44:6% 6,1 6%

4

Total' 100 100%

ill
121
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Math B

Math B

Read B

Mini B

Math A

Read/Write

-Work/Talk

Off Task

- - -

TABLE 15:

Zero Order Intercorrelatious of Implementation and Learning Measures:

ar"

Read B Mini B

Individual Target Children

Math .A Read A Mini A L.C.' in Use Read/

Write

Work/
Talk

.614*** .462*** .634*** .504*** .403*** .201 .258 .337**

1.00 .584 * ** .532**t .844*** .581*** . .079k .325** .094**

1.00 .442*** .627*** .637*** -.009 .202 .267*

01.00 .561*** .481*** .133 -.037 .427***

1.00 .682*** -.071 .152 .082

.,

1.00 -.128 .031 .128

1.00 .141 .231*

.i.op .016

1.00

.....-
, , .

Variables: Test A refers to Pre-test scores; ese B refers to Post-Test scores; L.C.'s in Use = Average No.

Learning Centers in use; Rea0/Write = Average Frequency of Reading/Writing observed for Target

Child; Work/Talk = Product of Average rate of Target Child Talking About Tasks multiplied by Average

gate of Target Child Working Together with`'Others; Off-Task = Average Rate of Off-Task Behavior for

Off
Task

-.379**

-.326**

-.198

-.182

-.241*

-.062.

-.223*

Target Child.
IP N = 63
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TABLE 16

Regression on Three Learning Measures of Observed Rate of Disengagement for Target Children:

Holding Constant Pre-Test Scores and Classroom Level of Differentiation

Dependent Variable 0 Predictor Beta F R
2

Math ,CTBS Post-Test Math CTBS Pre-Test .578 39.30*** .402 .

No. Learning Centers in .066 .508 .416

Use

Rate Off-Task -.259 7.61** .478

Read CTBS Post-Test Read CTBS Pre-Test .828 156.37*** .712

No. Learning Centers in .115 3.06* .731

Use.

Rate Off-Task -.101 2.24* .741
r-i
r-i

w

Science Mini Post-Test Science Mini Pre-Test .633 44.02*** .406

No. Learning Centers in .039 .16 .411
P4 4

Use

Rate Off-Task -.151 2.41* .433

* p<.05

** -p<.01

*** p<.001

All

19 tl
N = 64

IPt
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TABLE 17

Regression on Three Learning Measured of Observed Rate of Reading/Writing and Talking/Working

Together: Holding Constant Pre-Test Scores and Classroom Level of Differentiation of Target Children

Dependent Variable Predictor Beta F i R2

00 0

Math CTBS Post-Test Math CTBS Pre-Test .611 37.57*** .402

6 No. Leafning Centers in .069 , .54 .416

Ifie

Read/Write .270 9.94** .487

Talk/Work Together .060 .300 .490

Read CTBS Post-Test Read CTBS Pre-Test .824 ' 173.40*** .712

-- No. Learning Centers in .112 3.02* .731

Use

Read/Write
_

.188 8.59*i .764

Talk/Work Together
. .

-.001 .000 .764

Science Mini Post Test Science Mini Pre-Test .603 39.47*** .406

No. Learning Centers in .009 .00 .411

Use

Read/Write .179 ,' 3.76** .441

Talk/WOrk Together .186 . 3.81** .473

127

* p<.05
** P<.01

*** p<.001

N=63
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Teacher Observation

Ouidelined for Zicoring

Pee 2

Teacher may be watching disengaged students or students
in transition.

Academic Task:
Teacher may be g rading papers, correcting work sheets or
win-king with work summaries. This category includes non-
interactive ,academic teacher role behavior.

Taking Notes:
This category refers specifically to taking notes on chiLdren
who are encaged in the MICA curriculum.

Interaction with other adults

Signals
This is a non-verbal communication between the teacher-and
another adult. For example, may be signalling to go ahead
with.activity,that it is tithe to close down, the activities,
or that she wants to see the aide.

Academicfnnarernent discussion:
Teacher talks with other adult about individual problems,
problers with activities, problems with timing., Either
facilitating activities or instruction on content may-be
subject of discussion.

Joint Teachin-:
Teacher an another adult are working jointly with the very
same croup of children. Does not inoitude case where aide
is in charge of a Learning Center and teacher comes by, stoppivc
to make a comment to the group or to an individual in the
group. They must have obviously decided to work tocether:

Seauential Reno.As
Teacher instructs the aide rather than discusses with the
aide. Aide reports to teacher and teacher makes a decision
what to do without discussion.
Example: Aide comes up to report that children are almost
finished with the activity. Teacher tells her to get them
started on other work.

Interaction with group

Introduces Learning Center
This may be adaressed to whole class or small group. It is
ensentially teacher talk. If one child asks a question and
teacher addresses explanation to that particular child,thIn
,score below under Act to Individual:InstructsExplain°.

rr

Discusses Multirae Abilities
This refers npeeificall5P to instructions given in the workshop
to teacher. She was supposed to point out the .various skills
involved in ench Learning Center and to ask the children
what skills they thought were involved. She wds suproeed to
tell them t at no one'child would be good at all the abili-
ties involved in a L.11.4but each one would be good at come.



eachei.:ObseiVatio21

c Guidelinee for Scoring Page 3 N

If- 'teacher becomes involved in a discuseion with an
individual studentoscore below.'
Example: Teacher is discussing multiple abilites involved
in a measureent task. She asks the children to mention
some of the abilities they think are involved. One child
speaks up and names a skill. Teacher, says, "OK othat's,good."
Another child mimes another ability. Teacher says," That's
a good suggestion that I never would have thought of. I like
the way you are using your imagination."
Scoring 'Example.

Check off teacher lecture under "Discusses Multiple Abil-
ities. When.tescher sneaks to -first childt.score act
in bottom half of sheet as Act to Individual. Make a
notation under Evaluation,General Positive. The response
to the second child is a second Act to Individual.
Note under Feedbaek,Skills because the teacher is making
her evaluation .very specific and is commenting on one
bb child's skills.

Behavior Mana7ement
Teacher may comment to class or_sub-group about too much noi6e,
not settling down at their Learning Center's, too much fooling
around, not finishing up their activities in good time.She
may make a general warning,"Some people need to get back to

. work." In general behavior management refers to reinforcing,
stating, or sanctioning the basic rules for behavior in the
classroompparticularly those roles necessary for MICA operation,

41, Instruction:Content
Teacher talks to a group about content of MICA math and
science. May include defining new vocabulary. May include
asking academic questions of the group.

Facilitates Activities :

Teacher helps students to understand what they have to do to
complete activities or worksheets. It does not include academic
content. Remark is addressed to a group. May talk about some

difficulties students are having with the activitypsuch as
getting a paper model to stay glued together and how to
solve those problems.

.--.

Feedback on Progreso :

Teacher omments to a grouppusually at a Learning Center on
how they are coming along on their task.May include 'a remark on
their g6neral progress, how well they are working together or
may be specific to the group's production on the current activil
or worksheet.
Be careful here. If remark is distinctly addressed to an indi-
vidull in the group, score in the Acts to Individuals section.
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Teacher Observation
Guidelines for Scoring °

Acts to Individuals

Page 4

iiis section oC the scoring sheet is exclusive concerned with acts of'
ncher addressed to individuals. Each numliered column refers to an

.

uninterrupted conversation or speech with a single individual. It may c

contain sevveral different topics which will all be noted. It may involve
any number,of specific interactions between the teacher and that individual
uttered,in a sequeAce. If it is interrupted by a remark to another individuals
then this particular conversation is at an eno1fMove on to the next
column to score the teacher's remark to another individual. If the teacher
refers back once more to the firsts individual and address-esanothierremark
to that persoh, then move on to the'following.column. Because it has
been interrupted by interaction with another individual, it must be scored
as a new "talk" to individual. Also if the teacher interrupts her talk
to an individual to talk to a group, check off on the top half of scoring

'sheet and proceed.to a new "talk" column whether or not the teacher KiiiiIHXX
restaxmes talking to the same individual.

Notntion system. When scoring teacher talk one must consider aeveral things
at once: What categories does -this talk contain,i.e. which row should be
scored? A given talk may well(and usually does) coatain more than one
category

has
content. The second thing to be noted is whether or not this

student has been talked to on an individual basis by the teacher previously
in the scoring period. As a new student is contacted or contacts the teacher,
make a check mark on bottom of scoring sheet,so you may tote up the total
number of different students .talked tol It does not matter whether the
teacher or the student initiated the contact. The third thing that has
to be kept in mind is the language the teacher is using. This is recorded
4", simply:

When you go to score a cell on the scoring sheet, fill in an
S for a i.emark ::2.1 Spanish, an B for a remark in English and put in bot%
if two languages - re used. You do not need to make any mark aside from tece____
letters in the boxes. If there are a r.umber of rows involved in a single
conersation, mark each one with the appropriate letterf-orthelanzunge-

--ih-volved.
If you score more than 16 units of conversation or talk, zo on to

the next scoring sheet. Use the top half of the next scoring sheet for
teacher scores not addressed to individuals rather than go back and forth
between scoring sheets.

anapf-mr.nt:Disciraine
This has the same definition as Behavior Management in the top
scoring section. It efers to reinforcing, stating or.canctioning
the basic rules for behvaior in the classroom,particularly thoso
behaviors necessary for PICA operation. It apes not refer to
helping the child with activity. It does include the teacher
telling an individual to "get back to work."

Facilitates. Activitv,W rtorkheet
Same definition as Facilitates in top half of sheet. Must refer,
in this category specifically to MYCA activity,Worksheet-(or work
summary. Be careful to distinguish it from some substantive
remark such as, "Yes, that is a triangle." Score that remark
under Instructs:Lnnguage and Vocnbulary.



'Teacher 'observation
Guidelines for Scoring

Tacilitatee: Finih PreviounVorkaheet
This category in designed to catch the teacher's reference to

work from a r:.-.evious Learning Center i.e. the worksheet a child

either failed to finish or. did nct attempt at all. In the

teacher's remark must be clear evidence that she has looked for

or has studied the student's previous worksheet. It will typically

be combined with feedback on the correctness of responses on

the worksheet, or with sortie evaluative remark, with feedback

on child's progress or with redirecting student back to a Learning

Center.

cP3ge 5 v'

Facilitates: Student to Lenrning Center
Teacher either airects child to a Learning Center to start or

finish up an activity; or teacher tries to facilitate child's

choice of which Learning Center he/she should do next. Teacher

may be going over work summary with child and pointing out that

he/cor she still must clq several particular Learning Centers.

Instructs1_1=2L111,JInform(Substantive)
This category refers to math science content of the MICA curriculum°

It is important to distinguish substantive teaching from mere facil

itation of activities where,child is to gain tie substantive under

standing from the activities and worksheets themselves.

Instructs: questions(Subrtantivp):
Teacher as students questions in math and science\7 They may be

the questions we provided or the teacher may be asking her own.

The teacher is trying to get the student to think about the

problem at hand.

Instructs: Rxtend Activity
The teacher is directing the student to extend his activity.Yerhaps

the student is doing the activity at too low a level of cognitive

development. Perhaps the teacher things it would be intereeting and

informative for student to develop wht.t he/she is doing.

Talk About: Student Interests
The teacher may ask the student whether some particular activity

or aspect of an activity interests him. The teacher may comment

that :"You see very interested in measuring the Monster."

Talk About: Student :;'kills
Skills are broadly defined as the full range of abilities relevant

to the task. The teacher may ask the student about skills no as

to open the conversation. Be careful to distinguish this "Talk

About" category from Feedback on Skills. If the teacher goes on
to document what skills the student needs to develop or what
skills he does particularly well ontin a specific fashion,then it
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Teacher Observation

GuideliaescSor scoring

- rag* 6 4-

should also be scored as Feedbuck:Skills.

Talk About: :.:uelent Felinr.s.
Teacher may Le discUnsing student's behavior with respect to others,

such as a quarrel the child may have had during the course of an*

activity. Or the student may have shown strong feelings of frustration

or triumph with respect to an activity.The teacher is discussing'

these feelings.

Feedback: Yrevinus Worksheet
-Teacher in talking specifically about what a .child did in the

wily of responding to the previous-Learning Center's worksheet.

flhe may be pointing out where a mistake was made. The may-be

commenting on why she liked the way he answered a particular

question. The comment must be Specific enough to give the

child informatipn on exactly what he did right or wrong and

why the teacher evaluates -it the way shie does.'If it is only

a remark about filling in the missing items,thcn scare as

Facilitates::erevioes Worksheet. If remark is evaluative but

diffuse or general, score under evnluatiop .

Feedback: Current Acitivv or Worl:sheet:

Teacher specifically lets child know something about his performance

on the current activity or worksheet. This feedback must be specific

enough to act as a guide to some conceivable furture performance.

For example, "I lkkb the -way you taped that part of the model.";

this would be scOrev---in:tlid.s category.

Feedback:
Teaci :er seecifically lets child know something about his skills or

abilities. >-.e may tell him he does very well on come specific

skills. She may tell him that he is having problems with multipli-

cation,and proceeds to explain just what he did wrong. If she

launches into a little\lesson about multiplication, it should

also be scored under Irattruct:F:xelain. These are not jut conventional

subject *.ratter skills,bUt may refer to skill in obnerving,manil:ulating

reaaoning,exaerimenting etc.

Feedbnek: GPnnral Froe.ress:
Teacher m:%y co over with the child what he has been able to accomplish

at various Learning Centers. She may or may not use Work ti:7..mary foj

this purpose. She may be referring to general progress in learning

to rend and follow instructions-or manage the worksheets.

F;p7edback: Toeether:
Teacher specifically comments! on how child works together with

pthera. It may involve (taking for assistanee,offering assistance or

working as part of a group. Feedback may be negative or positive.
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`Teacher Observation
Guidelines for :Scoring

EvalUntion: Onersa Fositive

This in non-ovecific po!.itive reinfOrcements. Such remarks as

"Good work,Juan," or"OK, that's g000.";"Very nice." "You're.

doing fire." z,hould be scored here if they are not accompanied

by anythi4tg specific: If they are, then score the whole remark

under back.

Evallmtion: Genern1 Nerative

' This is like the above in that it is general and diffUse. If the

teacher is scolding the child for inappropriate behavior, then

score it under Nexx
l';:-narks such as,

"I know you can do better;" "That's x:sther sloppy work." "You

have many things wrong on your worksheet."'all would be scored

hero.

O



Additional Guidelinea
Teacher Observation
.6

.

..
p4412+ irc tculinr MICA events

-4.0rTelOher ditects kids about clean up.

'Score: Facilitates:activ...ties

b. Tincher'ssya to student:Will you go over there and.shogher how. to

do it?

govember.80.979'.

Page, 2

'Score: Facilities:Student to Learning Center

c. Teacher asks. student to show her'hoW he derived answer on worksheet

She listens to his explanation and say, 4'Good,you arc right."

Score: Feedback: Current Worksheet

This is scored 26 feedback and not "general positive evaluation"
because student knows specificially which intellectual operation
Nag good and correct. He can-Huse this information IA fliture
performances-calling for.similttr arithmetic operations.

ea.
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MICA '.PROJECT

Teacher Observation

Cover Sheet
Observer

Teacher Observer No.

.:Date Time
.

at start* of Observation

Number of adults working with children*in additiOn to teacher.

Week. of ActivitieS with which teacher is engaged.'

Describe below what aides and volunIderS are doing relative to the
teacher.,

Code activities of Aide(s) and
A A , etc. Code activities

r timed observation of
oriate.

11
finis
appr

;4
1

* .

Label%ides and volunteers
in categories below at start and
teacher. Check as many categories as

Non-MICA'Activity

Clean-up or Set-up

Working

Roving,

Worksheets or

Monitoring

Work Summaries .

of; StudentsStationary,,Supervising Group

Taking Observation Notes

Talking with Other Adults

Talking, Instructing, Facilitating Group of
Students

Interacting c,qth Individual ,Student

Explain what teacher is doing during the course of your Observaticn.
If some incident occurs which .commands teacher's attention, describe.

ok

Comment on noise level, traffic pattern problems, obvious 'difficulties
.with materials at particular Learning Center. Note which Learning
Center is producing a particular problem, if any.
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TEACHER OBSEWATIoN *:

/Monitoring Academic' Task
TCH,'NOT INTERACTING

Cleaning '-.Roving Taking Notes

O

Signals Acad /Mgrnt Discussion Joint Teaching TCHR W/OTHER ADULTS
Seq. Reports

Intro.
Lrng. Ctr.

Discusses
Multi. Abils!

Behavior I Instruction
Management' Content?

TCHR' W/GROUP

nin-
err
pied

alk

/a

hild

1:5

Feedback on Progress Facilitates Activities

1 I2 ,30 1 12 13 1 TCHR W/INDIV STU

DISCIPLINE'

FACILITATES
Activ.:-Wksheet

Finish Prey. Wks

Stu to Learn Cti

INSTRUCTS
Explair-Inforni(S

Questions(S-bst.:

=Eng
Lang & Vocab.

. Extend

TALK ABOUT
Stu.°Interr.fs..3 S

FAel'hcs

Stu. Skills

FEEDBAC1:

Previous :::she? *_

Current Activity
or Worksheet

Skills

Gen. Progress

Working Together

EVALUATION
Gen,Postie

I
Gen. Neg-ti.ve

No. of Diff. Students for Above Acts:

Total No. of Times Spanish Used:

Total No.:

Date:

Teacher:

137pbserver:



MICA PROJECT
Whole Class Observation

-tuidaldn's for Scoring

Whole class observations will be scored twice during a visit. You

Will be instructed as to the order in which this instrument will be

filled out relative to the other instruments.

This...measure is intended as a quick cross-section of what is

--going on in the classroom. You must systematically view the class

so as to locate each student and -the adults in the class. If you

.stndy any one group of children too long they are likely to change

groiaping pattern or activity; and this will make it difficult for

you to classify them. Put dcwn what they were doing when you first

bow them and-move on

Before you start:- Fill out top of the scoring sheet. Count.

how many chiI.ren there are in the class and fill in the blank. Your

Wring on the grid should add up to the total at the top of the sheet.

If someone leaves the classroom while you are scoring,note'at bottom

of scoring sheet. Also, be sure and fill in the names of,the Learning

Centers in eperation at the bottom of the scoring sheet opposite

letters A,B, C, etc. In your scoring,you will be using the letters to .

stand for the Learning Centers.

.Definitions: Detailed instructions for scoring are found at the

bottom of the scoring sheet. There are several definitional problems

which we will clarify here.

What is a group? The scoring scheme requires you to distinguiah

between individuals working on sepaiate tasks with others(denoted by

(' ) and an 49. and a group(deonted-by ( ) ). A group is defined as more

amone person engaged ,in a collective task. This may be momentary as

When two children aonfer over the right answer on the work sheet or

when one helps the other in understanding an activity. Or it may. be

138.
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Whole diais-Oileer*atiOa

,Guidelines for Scoring_

-a project on which two children have been assigned to work as a pair.

a maw 4g.'

Ohs key thing to watch for is interdependence relative to the task.

IFt will include comparing hotel as they manipulate activitiesetwo

children manipulating the identical materials with more children

watching'and commenting, doing the worksheets together.

There are some cases that will be hard to distinguish. Following

are some examples: (1) A.1 the children at a Learning Center ere working

. on parallel tacks,looking at their own work. There is occasional talk a*

you glance at them. Unless you are sure that they are actively diacuzsing

a task related issue, be conservative and score as individuals working

on separate tasks with others. (2) Children are alternately, filling out

worksheets and discussing answers. How you score this depends on what they

are doing when you first see them. Even though one of them istfor the

Aliment engaged in writing and will probably join in the discussion in
1111,

the next moment, put that student down as engaged in individual task of

writing.

Definition .of "in transition on business". We want to dintinguish,on

the one hand, the S who is completely off task from the S who is away from

a Learning Center activity-engagement but who is doing something related to

school work such as bringing up worksheets,sharpening pencila:,gettint 1:cotch

tape. On the other hand we want to distinguish this kind of behavior from

that which is more directly related.to_learning such as manipulating the

material's. This category should include the child who is watching-others at

a Learning Center,probably while trying to decide what Center to do next.

It should also include a child who is talking to the teacher;but not at

a Learning Center.'

139'
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SE-Day

eat* in Class-

ING

vidual-
rking on

Sdiviapal,
irate'

h-41one
it /others.

Engaged at a Learning Center

MICA TROJECT
Whole Class Observation

ACTIVITY
C

Reading Manip- Talking Thinking Mixed
Writing ulative Discuss. Observing Manip.

Material Task Listening Talking
Only

School

Teacher

Oitservar

Not Engaged at a Learning Center

Other Clean Waiting
Academic' up for

Adult

-students
rkitig on

-task)

11 group
J4)
skins on

task).

rlatge,r
soup (7+)
skint on

"task).

A

In Tratal.' Wandering
ion (on * Playing
business) Daydreamin

Instructions: 1) Use numbers to indicate no. of children in a giver. category. Use letter to indicate which
Learning Center they are at. Use-( ) to indicate a group: Example: (4A) four children
working together in a group at Learning Center A.

2) Wan adult is -with an individual or a group indicate with the following appropriate subscripts:

T wteacher A aide

Example: (MT teacher working with a pair of children at Learning Center B.

3) If the students working on the sane task are not t- ether physically as a group, Lut just working
side,by side at a Learning Center or elsewhere, in-iicate this by using an asterisk (i.e. (6C)*).

1111 is for one of the two observations at a given visit which Learning Centers are in operation.

A: Et

II: F: J:

Cs C: K:

ID: H: ; L:

In,Transition (on business) includes S's standing and looking at Learning Center; also children in transit
Walking to teacher.
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11.9/79
MICA PROJECT
-Target Child Pbs.erVation

Guidelines

Thisobservbtion has two purposes(1) to_ examine the imPlementntion.

of the curriculum on an in.-depth individu'l basis and to examine

the language usage of children from three different language groups:

English domincint; Spanibh dominant; and t ose ,who have .a weak grasp

of both languages. _

.
The observer will study one child at a time in a classroom for

3 minutes of timed.scoring. Each target child will have,a'subject
'number. The order,of observation during a,vist will be pre-determined

by a random number table There will be a separate obSerVation

schedule sheet tox each student for each rminute obserVation. Each
3 minute observation is further subdivided into minute and 30 second

intervals.
r.

At the start of each observation, biii%re.the timing begins, the

observer locates the target child `and fills' out the cover sheet

which contains all the identifying:datat'a:description of what the

child is doing, and coding cateforen "for. ,the activity of the target

child. After the observation is over yo1 will want to return to the

cover sheet to fill in more detail on what the child'has attempted

to do vs a vn MICA activity.

PROCIMURES: J-t is necessnay to have your watch with a second

or a stop watch in a place where you can clearly see the seconds,
ogress. Ydu cannot do this properly if you are standing with a

clipboard and have your watch on your wrist. It makes it much easier
to keep trackof the seconds if you startyour observations on the

minute. If, for some reason ; you have,to pause-between, 30"" intervals, .

then waid till 30" has passed and start with -the next 30" interval.

UNIT OF CrnCEOR BEHA7IOR; The timed observation method requires
checking specific observed behaviors-whioh occur in the time intervals

on the code sheet. In coding behavior,- as long as that behavior
is uninterrupted by another type of behavior listed on the 'code sheet,

then Make only one notation per 30" interval.` If that behavior continues

into the next 30" interval, note it once more in the next time intervEll.

Imcoding snh, notate only, once until
thattalk is (1) ended by the response of dnother person; or(2) Change:.

into another scorable category of talk. "If the speec is long and
persists into the next time intervaleit should be adored once more.
If the Target Child(T.C.) is engaged in a conversation about the IUCA

activity with another child(S),you may score, several speeches even in

such a short interval as 30".Children's..speeches are typically short

and everytIme the other student speaks,the unit of speech has ended.

When the T.C. creaks foi. a second time,it counts, as./another score.

Someeimes yoU will score in a speech and
hayier cell si6ultnneously. Por'exaMple if the T.C. is working
together with another child and talking` to that other child about

the task, note both in the cello; "VOrking, together" and "Task-related

`talk.*
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MICA"
Target Child Observation

Guidelines

Page 2

0ATIou SYSTEM: The notation system for verbal acts is different than
'-that for behavior. Please be careful to note the differences.

Verbal l'ehnvior: You will_notethat the scoring sheet is
divided into three sections: Target Child Talk:Adult Salk: and
Target Child Behavior.., YOu will use.the following notation system in
ell "Talk" cate-gories:

To whom is the actor speaking? Note this with the'
following code.

T.C. = target Child
T = Teacher

-A = Aide or volunteer'
another, student

8, r a. pair or more of other etudents(v=oup)

Follow this information with a slash(/)

In what language is the actor speaking? Note this
with the following codes.

Sp = Spanish
E = English

Sp + E = Both - languages

Examples: Suppose a teacher comes up to the target child you
are watching and starts talking to him ,helping him wval,the activity
he is doing."Herex2msaanxx Amelia, you are supposed to cut it this way

' and then do the folding." Amelio: I can't cet it to stay down when
I 'fold it." Teacher: "Maybe you should, go get some Botch Tape." This
interchhnge all takes place within a 30" time interval.

Score The 'first teacher speech = T.C./E entered in the
cell marked Teacher:Facilitates. The student
speech T/E and ,,is enteredin the cell
marked T.C. TALK:Task Related.
The-second rer.-ark of the teacher is scored as
TOE and is entered in the same- Teacher:Facilitates
cell as the'tfirst teacher speech.

MAKE-SURE YOU UNLERSTAND WHY THIS EXAM1LE IS SCORED IN THIS WAY.

Non - Verbal Behavior: For this lower part of the scoring sheet you
need only-make a check mark in the correct cells. If.the behavior is
interrupted but recurrs within 30" it is possible to make two checks
in a given cell.

Examnle:T.C. :is t"tatching,a peer at work. He/she pauses to
take a playful poke at another child who passes by. He/she then turns
back to continue watching. If this all occurred within 30",there
Avid be 2 checks in),the Watches Others Cell and one check in
Wearly Off Task. !

-
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MICA

Ta.wet Child Observation

'Guidelines

Page 3

Detailed description of ADULT TALK categorieo

These categories refer ,to.,utlt verbal actsdirected toward the target
child. If the target child

,aci

lu'part of a group, to whom the adult is
talking, simply indicate this by putting G/ Please note,the adult
does not hiave,to have initiated the conversation in order for the
act to be scored is these cells. The child might 'have come over
to the adult and asked a questionor.raised a hand.. If the child \r-7

asked a question, this should be scared once in the T.C. Task-Related
Talk Categorly with the adult listed as the actor to whom, the remark
was addressed. !lecondly it will be scored in the ADULT TALK categories
when the adult ,answers '-the,child.

, The three types of Teacher or Aide Talk are basically the same
Alistinctions wade in the-Teacher Observation Instrument. The adult
is doing the following

Teacher or Aide ?s-cilitntes : The adult is helping the
student,to Understand what they have to do to complete

1 activities or worksheets.It does not include academic
content. May include directing a student to a Learni..1g
Center. May indicate to child how many more items
have to befilled out on worksheet. May read the instruction
out loud tothe child.

'Teacher or Aide Instructs: Teacher or ai40.talks about
centent of ICA. ay be trying to extend activity. May
be helping or'reinforcing new vocabulary or assisting
with writing or spelling on the worksheet..May'consiSt
of asking the child questions which have the function
of testing ,his understanding or persuading him to
think about the problem. Do not score as instruct, unless
this ii clearly what the teacher is doing.If teacher is
talking ahaut activity,and you might infer,she has
instnudtional goal in mind', do not code as instruction
unless there is definite evidence that:this is the case.
Otherwide score as facilitate. Instruction in this
instrument includes Feedback and Evaluation.

Teacher' or AideOlicminline. This only refers to attempts
to control the child's behavior.Thene attempts do not
facilite.te activity.Plesse see special note on, this
-disctinction in t:e addendum to Teacher Observation instrument.'

TARG%T CF.ILD TALK CATIX}ORIES
Trask- Related,

Target Child is talking about his/het work broadly defined. Any
sthark relevant to the materials,work sheets' should ,be scored.
en if the child is talking about other experiences he/ehe has had

,with'popcornoraisina,cameras--it should be scored. If child its din-
tusing the behavior of other people at the Learning Center or which
Learning Center Jo better, count this an task-related. If the child
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is responding to an adult's question, the response should be
scored-here.

Requests Assistance

410- ,

Any verbal request for help on reading, with activity, or
with worksheet should be scored here.

.

Offers Assistance

Any verbal indication that child is willing to assist a peer
on the RICA tasks should be scored here. If teacher has directed
.T.C. to go help someone and he/she goes over to offer assistance
(verbally), score here.

Non-Task Related Talk

Children may talk about their families, how other children
behaved at xecess, whether or not they like other children, or
what they are going to do after school today. It should be clearly

, unrelated to M:CA to fall into this category.

TARGET CHILD BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES

Clean-up. Child is cleaning up activities at the Learning Center
or filing papers away. ,

Works on MICA (alone)

II/ The operational definition of alone and together is much
stricter for this instrument than it was for the Whole Class
Observation. First, any conversation between the, children is
scored above under TALK categories. Secondly, we will use a much
strictedefinitiOh of "working together" so that if a child is
Clearly at work in MICA,, but not fitting the "working together"
criteria, then score as working alone. This will include such
cases as all the children at a Learning Center manipulating their
own materials and talking about the task. It will also include
the case .where children are filling out worksheets and occasionally

..announcing what they are putting-down in the way of an answer.

Works Together with Others

WIlen the children are working with a single set of materials as
in a group-projct, score in this category. You may also score in
this category if one student moves over or leans over to manipulate
another's materials and they are clearly working in a joint fashion
for at.least this portion of the task.' You may also score if one
student is lrlking on as n 'another works and is discussing With him
What should be: done or why it is or isn't being done right. On the
worksheets, if one child is clearly in conference with T.C. (or
perhaps more than one), over what is the right answer. This is
distinguished from merely talking about the worksheet. Some kind of
interdependence for obtaining the answers slit:mid be clearly
observable to be Balled "working together."
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Page 5.
Target Child

Watches Others on Task, Thinking

Of course you ban't tellfor sure whether someone is thinking

Wobservatidn. However, the rule is that you should not mark

I' TASK unless you have clear grounds for doing so. Thus, if you

are not sure whether child id daydreaming or thinking, you will

alWays mark it here.

Waits for Adult

Child may follow adult around the room to obtain attention.

Or aide may be working at the Learning Center with each child,

in turn. Yout T.C. may'be'waiting for his/her turn.

In Transition (on Business)

Child may go to get materials. HeEshe may be in the process

'of choosing the next Learning Center. He/she may take the worksheets

and walk across the classroom for help. This should be double scored

as IN TRANSItI6Nand WAITS FOR ADULT (if
there is some waiting).

Rule: If children are. arguing about material; DO NOT SCORE

under verbal categories, but put down here under IN

TRANSITION.

Clearly off Task (MICA)

In order to score this category you must be quite sure that the

.child is disengaged. Cues inclUde looking at unrelated pictures on

the wall, interfering, teasing or playing with others, wandering

Aground the room aillessly, clearly playing with objects (like a pencil

Ws opposed to playful manipulation of MICA activities).

Other Academic Work

We are only interested in engagement and implementation ofM

MICA. Therefore, regardless of how engrossed a child in in.unrelated

academic work .or how frequently he/she talks to others bout

ye are not interested. Therefore, regardless of what is being said

or the levdb of engageme,lt, if T.C. is supposed to be doing other

academic work, continue to score in this category until he/she starts

doing MICA related activities.
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=MICA PROJECT.

Target Child Observation

Cover Sheet

Alleacher:.

liStudent:

Observer:

Date:

Activity, Coding:

Working at Learning Center Yes

* If YES, code activity at Learning Center
o

Reading or Writing

Manipulating, Material

Talking or Discussing Task

Manipulating Materials & Talking or Discussing

Thinking, Observing, Listening

* If NOT actively working at Learning Center, code activity .

Other Academic Work

Waiting for Adult

In Transition (onbusiness)

Clean-up

Wandering, Playing

'Grouping Code: Only code, here if'student is working at Learning Center

Working Alone

Working with Another Student

'Working in a Small Group (3-6)

Working in a Large Group (7+)

Briefly describe what child is doing. If at Learning Center, which Learning is it?

What particular MICA activity is she/he working on? What is he/she attempting to -do?

a

* Put in Aor Tbeside check mark if Aide or Teacher is clearly supervising the

actliAtY. It should be soobvicius that child would know he was being watched.
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4

Target Child Observation . SCORING SHEET ".

Teacher Target of Talk: T = Teacher; A = Aide;
t

Student
S = Other Student(s),; TC = Target Chil

G Group of Students

Observer
Language Used: Sp - Spanish; F. English

Sp + E = Mixttre of languagesDate

.11Imv

Coding Category

T.C. TALK
Task Related

Minute #1

- 30 33.--n 60-

Minute #2

1 -30 31 - 60

Minute #3

1 - 30- '31 - 60

Requests Assistance

4:

Offers or Gives
Assistance 04D

Non-Task Related

ADULT TALK TO T.C.

Teacher:' Facilitates

Teacher: Instruction

O

Teacher: Discipline

Aide: Facilitates

Aide: Instruction

Aide: Discipline.

T.C. BEHAVIOR

Clean-up

Works on MICA (alone)

Works Together with
Others

Watches- Others on

Task, Thinking

Waits for Adults

In Transition (on
business)

CLEARLY OFF TASK

(MICA)
.

Other 4CaditalC-404:,
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Page 3.. Target Child Observation
Codes

Teacher

0

Student

Observer

Date .

Summary Comments Es..

Describe briefly what child has completed at end of observation if WOrking:at
0

Learning Center. If child changes activities and location during observatial

period, 4e-scribe.

O

If the following was true ofthe time of your observation, please check as

appropriate. 'Check only if you are.qui:e sure that you can infer this from

observed behavior.

Child having, trouble reading directions or,

worksheets..`

Obtained assistance or figured it out.

Did not obtain assistance.
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APPENDIX B

Classroom Descriptions
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it5 (P14),, . `Ield trade

Overall: Flail a.,teacher switch durihg the course of the activities,
.approximately after the teacher had reached week 6 or 7with the activities. The aide rOmained-the same. Theoriginal teacher and'the aide' had participated in the
pre-year :SIGN training. The .new teacher had not had thattraining. The new teacher had ai individual session withthe project,coordinator; and was able to discuss problemswith MICA in her team meeting's. She was in the intensive'condition. Tile first teacher felt a lot of pressure from
the principal -to accomplish her sobfectives! and MICA.Was seen as a competing elementalthough it worked in
a:complimentary way, MICA was seen to take away'from time/directly spent on the task of the objectives. Not-
withstanding the first teacher was very enthusiastic aboutMICA, as was the second teacher and the 'aide. The aidewas sick slot initially. The second teacher followed theroutines set up by the first, because we requested it.

85% of the students in this clads were oh .free ,or
reduced lunch. ,

SES data:
(Prin)

-Classroom Info: There were no special,criteria upon-which children(TQ. pre MICA) were-assigned to this clasd. Classroom. was self-
.>

'Teacher Info:
(TQ pr.,: MICA)

e.

contained.

From the records (as of 4/10) for'the target kids,
absenteeism ranged from 0-24 days absent: 2 children
were out 8 or 9 days; 1 child was absent 6-days;
and 2 children mere absent 21 do 24 ,days.,

The first teacher, had 3 to 5 years teaching experience.She had used learning center in non"-core areas
before (eg. health & art). The second teacher had
just started.teachino this was .her first.assignment.
Both teachers and the aide spoke Spanish. The
first, teacher rotated tasks with the aide; with
fhe aide's principal responsibility thought of as
clerical--collecting monies from the students,
recording grades. The aide occasionally-gave
original instruction to the large group or in-
divfdual students, supervised student work,-acted-
to give the teacher information about speCific
student behaviors.

' The aide was present for 71/2 hours day. She was not
a credentialed teacher.

MICA in this class: Set-up & Management: Teacher and aide set up(observers recorded) the activities before the period began; andcomments cleaned up after it ended.
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Faci`litat on:, .Teacher roved and,monitoredl .

occasionally she worFled intensj.vely with .an
individual group of students on a difficu/t
concept; sometimes givingtoriginal instruction.
The aide woiked with individuals on worksheet
problems. Most often she stayed where the more
difficult activities were located.

Emphasis on the worksheets:' There was'heavy
,emphasis on the worksheets. The teacher cheked
'every worksheet f9r spelling errors; and students
had to. hand them in to the teacher or aide
before` could proceed to' the next activity.

Degree of understanding or trouble with the
activities: Teacher may not have had a flare
for science, but she went through each of the
activity panels herself and tried to do the
activities by herSelf at home from the panels
before the kids used them; eventually the teacher
and the aide divided up this task of :getting
to know the activities so that it became less
burdensome and so that the aide .understood more
of the _objectives for each task. At first
neither the teacher nor the aide had ahigh
degree of-under'standing and therefore ha4 some
trouble with the activities. Soon the teacher
developed this practice of going through the
activities, however, and things changed
dramatically.

Use of Spanish: Spanish, was uses by the aide
and by the teacher regularly to individal&
and the group as a whole.
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School Prohles 1Sch04 r..)4

Overall:

7Z-41..T.A,r1";1

This school had 1 teacher arid two'aides. consistently

present durihg the experiment. All three participated

in the MICA training sessions. The class completed

the curriculum; and the teacher was extremelydiligent,

about handing in all the materials we could possible

desire--notes on students, notes on their own implement-

ation of the curriculum, etc.

SES data:
45% of the class were awarded free or reduced lunch

(Prin letter)
A

Classrodm
Info: There,was no particular basis upon which Students

were assigned to this class. This was a self-

contained classroom. The teacher was very

concerned with-giving the child-'a quality

experience led by the teacher. From the records,

for the target children in this class, absenteeism

ranged from 3 to 13 ,ay..s (as of April 1, 1980

A children were out '3 -4 days; 1
child was out 5

dayS; 1 child was out 7-10 days; and 1 child was

out 13' days.

Teacher Info:

(TO pre MICA)

Teacher has over 20 years of experience in teaching

She speaks
Spanish; has a Cuban background She

has used learning centers for subject matter co.re

activities as well'as ancillary activities (i.e.

Math & fun. At the beginning of each day she

plans for that day. and rotates tasks with the aides.

Aides were present 4 hrs/day.
Neither was a

credentialed teacher. Primary responsibilities

for aides were recording'grades,
collecting monies

for lunch; supervising children's work; and

providing information to the teacher on specific

behavioral work issues for -children. Occasionally

the aides also did original instruction and

diagnosing of student learning needs.

MICA in this class: Set-up & Management: Teacher and aides',

exclusively set up materials; Aides cleaned

up

Facilitation:
Teacher worked intensively

with students from 1 or 2 activities during

a period. Students rotated through the .

activities on an assigned basis. Aides also

supervised 1-2 activities each.

Emphasis on Worksheets:
There was a box-

where children turned in their worksheets

each. day--once completed.
This box was

remarked upon by the teacher and whether a

student turned one/some in for that week

was checked;
completion of a worksheet before

proceeding to the next activity, however,

was not a routine which the teacher intervened
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teacher and at least'. l' aiCe,unOerstood the
activities very well and- had little tiouble

with them. The second aide was'very quiet and

it was not clear how. well she understood them'

as a whole; but the one she was working with
at that moment she understood by virtue of
the.teacher's explanation, at least.

Use of Spanish: Spnish was used regularly to
the group as a whole and occasionally to
individuals.

School Profiles (School. C) 3rd-Grade
-,

Overall: ,The school had 1 teacher and tWo aides participatiri.g.in\:

MICA. One teacher and .one of the aides. were trainda in

the MICA pre-year training. The SIP aide was not tritined.

The SIP aide also resented the time, she had to spend on,

MICA "taking away" from her SIP work. The MICA 'activities

..were set-up and implemented in two separate spaces; the'

primary classroom and an empty room down the hall from

the main classroom.
r.

SES data: l7W were awarded free lunch or rdduded lunch in this class

(Prin letter)

Classrocm Info: There is no particular criterion upon which

(TQ pre MICA),' children are assigned to this class. There war

no particular time'for MICA; it'was woven in -and

*around Math; the whole class did not do MICA at'

the same time. The class-was self - contained; ,hut

there was anextra room available An which to se'c.

. up MICA. Who implemented the activities in which

room was/or seemed to be determined by the adtivity

type, From the records, for the target children in

this clasi absenteeism ranged from 4=18 days, as
of April 1, 1980 2 children were out 4 days; 1 child
out .5 days; ,4 childten were out 8-11 days; and 1^
child was-ou 18 days.

TeacherInfo: The teacher had 6-10 yeats teaching experience. She

(TQ pre MICA) did not speak Spanish; although she had two years
of- Spanish in, college and additional Spanish in

high school. The one SIP aide, also did not speak

Spanish; the other aide spoke mostly Spanish and

little, English. This other aide 'was a school
administrator from Chile. The teacher had experience
with learning centers in the past, as a supplement

to her regular teaching/learning program. ,

0 The aide(s) were present for'three hours. There

were no primary, set responsibilities for the aides.

Tasks were rotated,- andeverybody did a little
teaching, a little clerical work, a little diag-
nostic work, a little supervising of students, etc.



u

;i1.4eu,!.:ct (ana cluuned
up) 'the aptivities beibre or at the beginning
of the MICA periods (and at the end).

Fiellitation: Teacher wandered around the main
classroom and supervised as needed; the _aide
took agroilliin the spare room dnd worked with

.

them oh 4 or. so activities; the other aide worked
with in -actii.rity in the main room. .

EMphasit on worksheete: There was some emphasis:
students often had to finish them at their desks
before hinding them'into the aide'or teacher.
There was no sign -off procedure, but everybody
was aware of them.

Use of Spanish: Spanish was never observed in
use by the teacher to either group or individ-

,

uals; by the aide it was occasionally in use
to individuals and only infrequently in use
to a whole group.

Degree of Understanding: Teacher and SIP ai3e
moderate to lower; Spanish speaking aide Moderate

. .
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C,_ Overall: This school had,a 'consistent teacher and' aide during the
activities. Both,the teacher and the aide were trained
during the MICA pre-service sessions.

SES: 84% were awarded free or reduced lunch in this class.

410 (prin Lotter) t.

Classrooffi Info: There is
g

no partioular criterion upon which this

(TQ pre MICA) class obtained students. The classroom was self-
contained, and noOutlets for water; it was in a
portable.

Absenteeism ranged from 2 to 19 dayS out, for the
target kids, asof 4/1/80. Five children were out
for-2 to 4 days; three children were out 17,td 19
days.

Teacher Info: This teacher had 1-2 years of previous teaching and

(TO pre MICA) experience. Both she and the aide spoke Spanish
fluently. The teacher had used learning centers
previously in core areas of science and language
arts.

The aide was present fOr 6 hrs/day. The.primary
responsibilities for the aide mere supervising
student work and clerical tasks of collecting lunch
monies, PreperIng materials and recording student'
grades. Occasionally the Aide also presented
lessons to small groups antl'diagnosed student
learning needs. The aide never provided large
group instruction. -Tasks were rotated as needed,
based on standard operating procedures, and teacher- -

teacher tide consultation,
,;

MICA in this class:. Set-up & Management: 'Students set up and
cleaned up the activities at the beginning
(and end) of the period.

Facilitttion: Both teacher and aide roamed
and faCilitated-as needed--either they noticed
an issue or-thestudent,came up,to themand
reguestqlhelp:''

Emphaeis.on worksheets; Students were respons-
ible for shbvting'the completed worksheet to the

teacher before proceeding to the next activity;
and the teacher or, aide checked it over then
and there. .

Degree of understanding: Teacher seemed to have
a good grasp of the rath activities and some of
the science activities. On the whole she
understood the principle behind the activities
and how to do them. The aide seemed a little
less clear but had a good understanding
nevertheless.



fi

Use of Spanish: Both teacher and aide used
Spanish regularly to, the students individually
and as .a whole group.

Othek: This was primarily a student run
experience. The teacher served-4s a structurer

,

facilitator and consultant. Teacher oceasiofially,
had group introductions where they ,went over
assignment. to activity centers and pxoblems,
with the activities.
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verall: Had a teacher'zWitch.during:thacburS6 of 'the curriculum.
The first teacker went through the MICA training session.
The second teacher Sha got some*dividual
attention from the project coordinator and staff. The -0

aide-, who had bben trained in the MICA sbssion'earlier
and who had worked'closely,with the first teacher was

4 able ,to help. The first teacher worked .with, the students
through approximately meek 6,

SES data: 61% of the students in that class were on free or reduced
(Prin File) lunch.

Classroom Info: Students are assigned to this class on a LES
ma pre MICA) basis. Both teachers reported trouble gettino and

keeping order. This was also noted by the observers.
Class was in ,an open, space setting with special
noise problems to the extent that the sc,hool had
called'in a consultant to work with thcm on deal-ing
with the issues.

From the records, we can,get some idea of and

' Teacher Into:
(TQ pre MICA)

al, entee rate only for the target kids. The'range
, was from 3 to 20 days; 2 children were out 34
days; 4 children were out 6=10 days ;end 2 cg.ildren
were out 15-20 days.

The first teacher had 6-10 years experienceprovious
to MICA. She spoke Spanish. She had expc,ricnce
with' learning centers as a source of reinforcmtent
for student. ,Wanted centers with structure; not
a free-educational environment. Plans ope day
ahead for the next days work.

The aide.was present for 6 hours a day in her class.
The aide was not a icredentialed teacher.- Most
common work Modes for the aide previous to MICA wore
supervising student work and feeding information to
the teacher on specific behavioral work issues for' ,

children in the class. The aide never asked to
diagnose student needs- The aide occasionally
recorded grades or collectedJunch-monies; or
prepared a lesson in ESL for a subgroup of children;
never, did other original initructioh.

MICA in this class: Set-up & Management: .Usually done by teacher.
and aide:. Sometimes students helped. Aides
and students'cleaned up.

Facilitation: Teacher roved and monitored;\aide
was usually stationery for a given activity:\
Students decided where to go next by what was
free or' special assignment.
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Emphasis- on worksheets:, Had to finish, before
proceeding; they were not signed off upon ,

however.

Degree of understanding or trouble with 7-

activities: Firs,t teacher had some trouble,
but generally understood what had to do;
second teacher'had much more trouble.

Use of SPanish: Spanish was used regularly by
the'teacher and aide to,the whole grolip and
individuals in the class.

Other: The first--,,teacher was enthusiastic about
the activities byt appeared overwhelmed about
the amount of work they entailed., This waS
only increased when the second teacher came
in. Overall, both teachers were enthusiastic'
about the project. They wanted a quality
experience and student cooperation.
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Overall: Had two aide switches, both right at the beginning of the
year; the same teacher during the course of the year, ho
ever. Teacher had :een trained in' good Spanish; tide
(final aide) did not Speak Spanish. The teacher participatA
in the training workshop; the final aide had not participatec_
(the 'initial one had).

SES data: 74% of the students in this class were on free or reduced
(,Prin) lunch

Classroom Info: Students are assigned to,this class on a LES basis,
(TQ pre MICA) however, some FES students are also added to the

class on principle. Teacher very particular
about who worked her students; initially this created
special project problems later (once trust built uO
there was not a problem. Classroom was self-contailiti

From the records (as 'of 411) for the target kids,
absenteeism ranged from 0-28 days cut: 4 children
were out 0-4 days, 1 child was out 7 .days; 1 child
was'out 12 days; 1 child was out 17 days;-and one
child was out 24 days,

74

Teacher Info: This teacher had/11-20 years of teaching experien,e:
(TQ pre MICA) She speaks Spanish althOugh she may not be nauive

to it, she speaks it "well,------She has had experience
with learning centers for core learning: langu7:ge
arts and social studies.' At the beginning of the
year she figures out the general roles for the
teacher and the aide.

The aide was not a credentialed teacher. Silt: was

present for 5 hours/day. The aide (final ono) did
not 'speak Spanish.',Principle responsibilities *

were all except clerical which were done Dccasionally.

MICA in this class: Set-up & Management: Usually done by Teacher,
(Observers recorded) Aide + 1 or 2 students during latter part, of

comments lunch before MICA began; kids & aide cleaned'
up at the, end of the period.

.Facilitation: Teacher began each MICA with 6
group session (also ended each session6ith a
group meeting) in a circle where discussed,
activities, interesting findings and special
problems. Teacher generally roved and monitored
helping as needed. If there was a particularly_
difficult task, they often worked intensely
with that group; aide worked with usually a
selected activity or activitie,.:; sometimes aide

6

would rove.
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Emphasis on worksheets: Worksheet emphasis was

not verbalized during theMICA_period; nor wae.

there a marked place in tfle,clhs to turn th

in. Kids did work consistently on them, however,

and they seemed to be a goal for completion of

the activity.

Degree of underitanding or trouble with the

activities: Teacher had a .elear understanding

of the actiViqes; the understanding of the

aide was very good also.

Use of Spanish: Teacher used Spanish regularly

to the whole group and to individual children;

aide did not speak it.

Other: This class was almost entirely student

run with the teacher acting as, a consultant

and facilitator. Teacher was very enthusiastic

about the materials and the project.
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Overdli:..This school 4ad a teacher andar. aide, who were consistent
over the courseof the activities. The teacher was
bilingual in E/S; the aide only spoke English. The
teacher participated in the,pre-year MICA training session;
the aide did not participate.

410 SES data: 81% of the students in that class were on free or reduced
(Prin letter) lunch.

Classroom Info: Students were not assigned to this class on any
(TQ pre MICA) specific Criterion. Class was in an open space

gating; noise was a consideration;dalso a con-:
slderation was the attractiveness of the activities
to the other classes of students in the pod not
using them.,; The faCt that students were intrigued
by the activities they saw going on in this class

. irked (or seemed to irk). the other non-participating
teachers in this pod. This was not a serious
problem, however.

The records show an absenteeism rate for the tarsjet
children.in thi class (as of April, 1980) which
varies from 1L24 days; 3 students hadbeen out 1-4
days; 3 students were out 10,11 dalisland two stvdents
were out 20-24 days.

Teacher Info: This teacher had 1-2 years .of experience with migrant
(TQ pre MIC;.) pro rams before the MICA experience. She spoke

Spanish. She had experience,with learning center. E
and with science; that was the way in which. she
had hand3ed the migrant programs (i.e., with OBIS--,

Outdoor biology instruction in Spanish) . Shc
that morning for the day.

The aide was present. for 6 hours; this aides did not
speak Spanish. .Tasks were rotated. Primary re-
sponsibility involved presenting lessons to small
groups or individual students; supervising student
work; recording grades and collecting monies (but
not preparing materials) ; and providing inforation
to the teacher on specific student behaviors.
Occasionally the aide also provided large group'

. instruction.. The aide never would diagnoSe for
individual sthdent learniAg needs.

MICA in this class:. Set-up & Management: 2 or 3 kids set up and
cleaned up the activities during the recess
before MICA.

Facilitation: Teacher roved and monitored and
answered questions or extended as need be; aide
sometimes roved and monitored; sometimes
watched a particular activity; and often
stayed on sidelin.6's.
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Emphasis on worksheets: Very little emphasis;

no sign off; no place to put them underscored.

Use of'SpaniSh: Teacher regularly used Spanish

both to individuals and to the group as a whole;

aide did not know it.

Degree'of4understanSing
of aativities: Teachei

understanding of both activities, management

conceptS,and some of the learning concepts was

very high; aide's seemed very' low. Teacher

could tell at a'glance it.seemed, why an

experiment wasn't. or was working.
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School Profiles (School 0) ( 2/3 Grade

Overall: This school had one aide and one teacher, consistently

through the course of the activities. Both spoke Spanish.

Only the teacher participated in the pre-year MICA training

session, becasue theaide's family was sick.

SES data: 93% on free lunch or reduced lunch

(teacher)

Classroom Info:f:-Students are not assigned to this class on the basis

of any special criterion. Classroom was in open

space. This did not seem to cause any special

problems or benefits. The only problem was that

there was a rugand the activities using clay and

the one where they had to mark the footsteps With

chalk greatly annoyed the janitor who had to clean

up the rugs later. This seemed to he enougb of

an annoyance that future 'activities involving clay

or chalk markings will probably be eliminated

in their use.

Rebords were.not available to us at the school level

or classroom level concerning absenteeism. The

teacher made an estimate of the amount of absense for

each of the target children, "however; according to

this estimate, as of April 1, absenteeiSm ranged

from 0 to 5 days out. FOur children'were never
0 absent, 2 children were absent ppproximately once

a week"or 25 days. One child was out once or twice

,a-week, totalling -approximately 35 days out.'

Teacher Info: This teacher had 1-2 years of previous teaching

(Pre MICA TQ) . experiencfe. She spoke Spanish fluently. She had

experience with learning centers in core subject

areas (e: g. reading) and thought they were Laegoate.

Generally the teacher decides alone what is to be :

done, in the class or there is a standard operating

-procedure. The aide does not have any primary

responsibility. Shc rotates supervising studcots,

doing clerical tasks, and serving as an informant

fdr the teacher op, particular student behaviors.

ThO aide is never expected to plan or teach a lesson

or to diagnose student needs.

The af.de was present for 6 hours a day. She was

not a credentialed teteher.

I

MICA in this class% Set-up & Managem'ent: USually done by the aide

(Observer recorded) before the actual periodi students would cic.,an

comments up themselves after the period was over. Some-

times the children helped set-up too.
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Facilitation-: -Teacher roved and helped as r

needed. Often she stayed, more or less in the
center and children came to her. The aide
wandered also; sometimes she was stationery-Wih
a particularly difficult experiment to help
the kids get through.

Emphasid on worksheets: There was- moderate
amount of emphasis on the worksheets. Students
worked' at center tables to .get the worksheets
comple.ted.. they .then handed them into the
teacher; the teacher did not go, over them.

_ .

. -

Degree of understanding 'or trouble with the .

activities:- Both teacher and aide had an
excellent understanding of how the science
activities .c Whether there was An :.

.understanding of the purpose o concept -.:

the MICA activities seems questionable. get"tiipg

through the activitieS,Seemed to be a them6.-:-. ..-
. --

. , c : ,, ,.".
. -

.-
.

use of Spanish:_ -Bbt.h teacher and aide used' -,,,,,

oSpan:ish regularly with.bo6h. individuals-and the
.. .-

-
I

. .

gr:p as .a.whorb.,
,

Other: This class was almost entirely student.
run. There was not any problem for a student
in figuring out what tc do next or where to
go next; a standard operating. procedure, had
been- worked out that's.orked.
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-ovueul rluilies tbcnool'W) 3rd Grade
0

Ovefall: This school had a consitent teacher and aide daring the
activities. Both the teacher and the aide participated
in.the pre-year MICA training session. This school waf;
very slow in implementing the activities, however, and
seemed to feel there were great management problems. The
teacher split up when she used to MICA to fit into a
number of different pockets during the day and was not
consistent whdn she used the activities.

SES1 85% were on reduced or free lunch and qualified for AFDC
(Prin)

Classroom Info: There was a bilingual criterion used to determine
(TQ pre MICA) the students for the class. LES. The class was

self-contained.

Absenteeism ranged from 0 to 23 days for the target
students here, as of 4/1/80: 1 student was never
absent; 1 student was absent for. 5 days; 3 students.1
were absent for 7 -9 days; 1 student was absent for
14 days;. 1 student was absent for 23 days.

Teacher info: This teacher had 6-10 years of teaching experience.
(TQ pre MICA) Both she and her aide spoke Spanish. Shd had W

experience using learning centers previously in
curricular areas.

The aide was present 51/2 hours a day. They
decided at the beginning of the year how they
would divide up the tasks, .Primary rcsponsibi2ities
for the aide were planning lessons for. /the wh6 1.0
group; supervising work clerical tasks such as
collecting lunch monies, and feeding information
to the teacher concerning particular student
behaviors. Only occasionally would the teacher
aide present lessons or diagnose student learning
needs.

MICA in this class: Set-up & Management: Teacher and aide set up
the activities before the actual period.

Facilitation: Often the whole ciass did one
activity which the teacher demonstrated. At:
these times the aide did llot participate
except as requested by the teacher. At the
beginning of the activities, students worked on
their own and the teacher worked primarily with
one learning center and the aide with another.
Teacher and aide had to sign off on worksheets,4

so their work with a learning center was
generally fitful.



Degree of understanding: Both teacher and aidehad a hard time understanding the activities.
Neither did them at home or pre-read the panels
before introddbing them to the children; neitherhad a flare for science.

Use of.Spanish: Rarely was Spanish used by
either teacher oraide toward the whole group;and at most only occasionally was it used by
the teacher to individuals; the aide rarely
used Spanish in part because she did not
interact too much, perhaps.

Other: This was primarily a teacher-run
experience. The structure of the class
resembled what another whole class instruction
experience would be like.
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No.

School.

Grade

Age

Teacher

Section I

III

Name

Boy

Condition

Finding Out

Booklet

t
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I. DIRECTIONS: Read each word. Choose the picture that
means the same as the word. Put a big "X"
on the picture that means the same as the word.

1. needle

A

V

B C

2. circuit

A B

C

C

16i -
4



. constellation

A B C

4. symmetry

5. circular

A B C

A

compass

B

A

C

is

C



B C

B

B

B

C

C

C

D=

D
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B C

A B C D

A B C D
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DIRECTIONS:. Read each sentence. Choose th word that should finish
the sentence.

1. Milliliters are useful for measuring

A. bugs

B. milk

C. ycur height

D. your weight

2. It takes about 1 second to
o

A. eat breakfast

B. Play baseba:

C. close your eyes

O. brush ;cur teet:s.

Which of tre followini: is a liqJid?

A. dough

B. milk

C. salt

D. measuring cup

5. Which unit of measurement should you use
to measure your height?

A. meters

B. decimeters

C. centimeters

D. millimeters

4. Carol liked to make jewelry. Her
mothgr gave her score beads for Christ-

mas. Carol decided to count t.e beads.
She put them in groups o.f ten. Carcl

discovered sne ha: 63 beads. 'How many

groups of tan are in 53?

A. 3

8. 6

C. 9

D. 10

6. You should use millimeters to measure

A. your height

B. your weignt

C. the length of ycur desk

D. the length of your little finger-
nail

7. John guessed tnat his foot was six
centimeters long. Jonn's guess is

A. a test

B. an estimate

C. an experiment

D. a measurement

8. Jay measured the lengtn of his pencil.
It was ten centimeters lor.g. Ten

centimeters is the length
of the pencil.

A. actual

B. guessed

C. pretend

D. estimated
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Jill thought she was eighty-seven
centimeters tall. When her friend

measured her, she told Jill that she
was really ninety centimeters tall.
Ninety centimeters is Jill's
height.

A. actual

B. guessed

C. pretend

D. estimated

io. Liz waritt&Ao know how long ner hand was.
Mary measured Liz's hand from the tip of
her middle finger to her wrist. Mary

measured the of Liz's hand.

A. width

B. heignt

C. length

D. tnickness

Ann liked to breathe on tne car eiin..:cws.

Then she could draw pict.ires on theth wizn

her fingers. What was'Ann putting cr the

windows?

A. gas

B. paper

C. crayons

D. L'.oisture

12. Ms. Brown wanted to buy carpet for her
bedroom. She rkeeds to decide hcw much

to buy. What will Ms. Brown need to
finc out?

A. the .area of the room

B. the perimeter of the rxr

C. the height of ne room

D. the volume of tne room

-175 "
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13.
',Mich picture shows you how to make an accurate measurement?

4

A

1 t t

C

Tnese licuics are all

r,.

3.

5:

acic
Lase

neutral

poison

7

) -
I

-----

. A B

'tibia h of the above activities takes
(Circle the correct letter beloth;

A.

3.

C.

O.

about

i I

I

C

one m:.nutc to

r7": '

Mgir:

;TOP
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DIRECTIONS: Look at the three pictures-In order froni leftto right.
Choose the word that best describes what is happening.
Circle the letter next to your answer.

16.

Which word tells what

A. soak

8. bounce
C. arrange
D. flatten

is happening to xthe zal 1?

" . .

The last picture show's tne

A. pattern
B. resJlts
C. tang ram

e. constellation.

z
/ i \ ,til!lip

1 -

. ,
-....__-

of Jim's orK.

.8.

What word te)is what is haopening?

A. boil

B. expand
C. dissolve
O. concentrate

177



What is happening to the balloon?

".*.A..;'ft is.:expanding
is :condensing .

`,'`C.,1t 4s-being measure
**7D-. It 3 s. being-estimated.

.

. x .

3.
a. ... '' -t .

:4 .5 ' --,;.-. C' *" :
= . 5.1

*0, t
i. :.... ...,

5-

. 0

4.

.4.

0 :.t.

:.

,4
4** ,

STOP
. 4 t,

5

4

5- .

's

--"4

C
. .

0,

.N
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BIRECTION5: Use the pictures to help you answer the ques,tions.
Circle the letter next to your answer.

P. What do we call these things?

411 A. experiment
B. measurement
el. ingredients
0. carbon dioxide

21. What is the pot of water putting in the air?

A. acid
B. crystal
C. moisture.
0. negatives

0111=
1,1

2 1n:the picture Judy is .viatchin

Another words for ".3eton"

A. occupy
'3. record
C. ,reduce
D. observe

the goldfish to ,see i f they e."ier torn each otner.

'"-%---.....----------. ''.?
;%`: O

IS,

1/11. : S
6 . r .:...,

6'1 .6 Li Vik ......c.,: .s.- A(
it \s.

v7V
1.
,--1---- :

:411'r

2 Jci-weits to know hoW caterpillars turn into butterflies. He has put a caterci;lar in ajar and will watch it as it changes. HOw wilt' Jce learn about tne caterpil;ar:

i A. He will shape it.
B. He will observe it.
C. He will estimate it.
D. He will crystaliz it.

c.



24. Tony built a bridge out of blocks. It was 5 blocks long and 2 blocks wide.

these numbers the of the bridge.

A. height

B. symmetry
Cr materials
D. dimensions

We call

25. Julie had drawn several pictures of trees. She decided to glue all her
large piece of cardboard. What was Julie making?

A.

B.

C.

D.

poster
pattern

Pentagon
perimeter

pictures on one

26. To make a shadgw you must have

A. light
B. shoes

C. the sun

D. a camera

S

27: The airplane is flying a certain

A.

B..

C.

01

shadow
di=tance
solution
direction



X28. Whth we say, "Leaves grow up and roots grow down," we are saying they each grow in a
. certain

shadow
distance

gi C. solutt0A
D. direction

.4 4

fir !
-r- It

C I. .

.

. Tom is Pouring himself a glass of soda pop (such.as,ccke).
much.. We might say, "The drink'has P "

A. floated

B. refletted
i C. separate'

D. overflowec

It locks like he Oured too

-/-Jill's
t

grandmother was having trlub;.e reading the newspaper.
'''

She said the letteits were
so small, she could not see thsem..- To Mge the letters ,lock larger Jill -'s gra'ndmother
needs glasses which: ,.

A. trace
B. magnify
C. reflect

P. contract
.s a 1

3

C)

0

31. Jose was. playing with a rubberband. He pulled on the rubbertand.z;ld it make'a sound.
'The sound was caused by a -

Degree .

B. balance
C. swallow
D. vibration

ti

4
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Susan and Sandra ,were playing together. 'Susan's mother had an idea of something to co.

She mixed soap flakes and" water together. Susan and Sandra used this mixture to blow

soap 'bubbles . Another word -for mixture is:

A-.1 location

8. solution
C. vibration
O. prediction

33. The weatherman said it will probably rain tomorrcw. 4i-ipaking a:

A.

8.

D.

quantity
prediction
structure
comparison

ct.

0

34. Joe's family went on a hike,::o a :(ake. jce locked in the lake an saw himself. Sometimes

Tikes are lit:a mirrors: They botn:

A. break
8. focus

C. freeze
D.. reflect

F

STOP.

4
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DIRECTIONS: Read each story. Answer the question.
Circle the letter next to your answer.

35. Sharon's plant was dying. She did not know why. She thought it night need more'water ormaybe it needed more light. First, Sharon decided to try watering tne plant more cfter.
After two weeks the plant was still sick. Sharon then decided to move the plant to a
sunnier window. In a week the plant looked much better. To find out what was wrong with
her plant, what did Sharon do?

A. a graph
B. a recipe
C. a measure
D. an experiment

36. Mr. Jacob's class was toiny exercises every afternoon. Today he wanted to teacn everyone
a new exercise. To do this exercise e:eryore would need to find one otner perscnto work
with. Amy and Beth decided to work together. We would call them

A. circular
B. partners
C. identical
D. scavengers

37. Jean and Susan decided to ride their ticycles to the crJgstore. They met 'at Susan's
house arc talked about" their bikes. Jean liked S,san's :icicle :ecause it cs and
had a horn. Jean's bike was blue and did not nave a ncrr.. Susan liked Jean's CiKe
because it had a basket and a soft seat. What were the two girls doing with tnelr hires?

A. 'tracing them
B. comparing them
C. measuHng them

, D. diagraming them

38, Mr. Rodriguez needed to fix the roof over his hoJse. He was going to have to y'a
ladder to get up on the roof. Before he went to the store he ert outside and ;coked
at his nouse to see how tail it was. Mr. Rodriguez cid riot have a tape measure but
he_guessed that he would need to buy a twenty foot ladder. What cc yc..i think Mr. Rodr-
guez did?

A. record

B. measure
C. estimate
D. stretch

39. Joey's family got a new dog which they named Tippy, Joey wanted to keep Tiooy in tne
house at night so he wouldn't be cold, but Joey's dad said the tog had to stay outslte
all the time. Joey 'decided to build a house for Tippy. nis father gave him sane woot
and tools. The first thing Joey needed to do was decide,how big the dog hose
need to be for Tippy to fit inside of it. Now should Joey do this?

A. measure Tippy
B.' shorten Tippy
C. build the house around Tippy
0. build a house and hope it is large enough

183
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40. After school Jt11°went over to Cecilia's house to play: When it came time for Jill ,to

walk -home, Cecilia's mother was worried that it would soon start raining. She decided

it would be a good idea to let Jill wear Cecilia's raincoat to walk home in. Now did

Cecilia's mother decide that Jill and Cecilia were approximately the same size?

. A. she outlined
B. she recorded

C. she estimated
D. ' she magnetized

41. Tom and Alfredo were making chocolate pudding. The directions on the box told them how

much milk to use. Tom dumped the pudding inthe bowl. What snould Alfredo do before

he puts the milk in the bowl?

A. heat it
B. drink it

C. weigh it
D. measure it

i.,

.
Ann needed a flashlight to see if her cat was under the house. When she tried to turn

the flashlight on, it did not work. Ann was not sure What was wrong with the flashlight.

Maybe it needea a new light, br maybe it needed new batteries. To find out, Ann first

tried new batteries. The flaihlight still did rot work so Ann decided it must need a

fled lignt. To discover valet '1,44s ,vrong Kith tne fiasnignt, orat cid Ann to?
4

.-..

A. a gra:n

B. a recipe
C. a measure

D. an experiment

,,

END OF SECTION II
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No. Nombrt

Escuela hifid Nina

Grado Condicion

Edad

MaestrOi

Parte I

II

III

LIBRITO PARA
DESCUBRItII ENTO



Lee cada palabra. Escoje el.dibujo
que quiere decir lo mismo que la palabra.
Pon una "X" grande en el dibujo que
quiere decir lo mismo que la palabra.



3. la constelacion

A

t

B D19

:. la ,simetrTa

.

A

a

B

C.

D

circular

A

,

B

el compas

A

C D

B C

te6

D

2

4

4

I

4



.

. la.probeta

. la grSfica

10. una palpS



11. el cubo

A B C

12. el hilo

A. B C

A IB

. el perfmetro
.2L11V IS13151/NU.-
2.- v , 3112512251
21211:112G-21212all

g 1 wassm- ci--
MMill:IM-1:1=
mocciimmogasso
7.12C2:11=23201:11211

A

rrrir1 1"T""rm-"l".r719

B

No.
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15. 0 area sca..-

121212112

....Ea.-

f:...L:-

,...-

--2.. .. eir -- v
21, ..... .. -- -
am..es....

4.0. ea .-..< -
.... ... ... ...- ..

121211211211:fr - ''
Cilla 'e MI . .- "

A

cc.

rinPrin*.riTimr"T"T^T'l

C .

a
D

16. la simetrca

0. el peso neto

A B C D

18. la llama

/ =1.11.

A C D

STOP
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II. DIRECCIONES: Pon un erculo alredtdor de la palabra o las palabras'que mejor

contesta la,pregunta:

Los Mililftros son 5tiles pai..amedir

A. insectos

43. la leche

C. tu altura

D. tu peso

5, iQue unidad de medidas deber8s usar
.-para medir tu altura?

A. metros

B. decTmetros

C. centTmetros

D. milTmetros

2. Uno se tarda como un segundo en

A. desayunar

B.. jugar beistiol

C. cerrar los ojos

D. lavarse los dientes

3. De los siguientes, icual es un
liquido?

rt. masa de harina

B. la leche

C. la sal

D. una taza para medir

6. DetierTas de usar milThietros para
medir

A. tu altura

B. tu peso

C. lo largo de tu escritorio

D. lo largO de la uiia de tu, dedo
chico

A Carol le gusta hacer joyerfa. Para
havidad, somamg-,16 regal6 ups cuen'-
titas. Carol. decidio'COnla;iis. Las
junt6 en grupos de 40,,, En tote- -ella
cortto que tenTa 63. Cantos grupos de
10s hay en 63?

A. 3

B.

C. 9

O. 10

7. Juan adivinoque su pie media seis cen-.
timetros. Su adivinanza la llamamos

A. unoexamen

B. una estimation

C. un experimento

D. una medida

8. Jay midio lo largo de su igpiz. Mega
10 centimetros. 10 centinietros es el
largo . del lgpiz.

A. real

B. adivinado

C. aprendidb

D. estimado



.
Jill pens6 que medfa 87 cintimetros de

altura t,Cuando su amiga la medig, le-

dijo que en reglidad.medfa 90 centf-

;,,Oetros. La altura de Jill

("son los 90 centfmetros.

A. real

B. adivinada

C. fingida

D. estimada

O

.10. Liz querfa saber qug largo tenfa''tu mano.

Mary se la midi desde punta de su

tercer dedo, hasta la mwieca. Mary

midig lo/la de la mano de Liz.

A. ancho

B. alto

C. largo

D. grueso

4

A Ana legusta dejar su aliento en las

ventanas de los carros porque as; puede

hacerdibujitos con su dedo sobre la

ventana. LQug es los que estaba dejan-
do el aliento de Ana sobre el vidrio

de laventana?

A. gas

B. papel

C. crayolas

D. la humedad

12,. -La Srta. Brown querfa comprar una al-

fombra para su dormitorio. TenTa

que decidir canto comprar. LQue cosa

tendrg que calcular la Srta.Brown?

A. el area de su cuarto

B. el 'perlmetro de su cuarto

la altura de su cuarto

. el volamen de su'cuarto
0
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13. nun dibujo to muestra amo hacer una medida exacta?

B C

r

-0

14.

Todos estos liquidos son

A. icidos
B. bases
C. neutros

D. venenosos

0

0

Ill

r
Om ATO
_Sp up

'3.

A B 5.7: ,c)i 'C'( ,
-,,../'' 4

ICOal de las actividades anteriores se puede hacer en aproximademente un minuto?
(Haz un circulo 'alrededor de la letra correcta.)

A. .

V.'
f 0

B.

C.

D.

C

QL -STOP



`DIRECCIONES:, Mira los tres dibujos en orden de la izquierda- a la derecha.
Escoje la palabra.que mejor describe lo que-estS pasando. Pon

un ccrculo alrededor de la'letra al lado de to respuesta.
r>

16.

4Cdal de estas palabras explice,lo que le ocurre a la pelota?

A. se,empapa
B. 'rebota

C. arregla
D. se aplana

17.

El ultimo dibujo muestra

A. el dise50
P B. el reulted°

C. un rompecabezas chino
D. la constelaci6n

del trabajo de Jaime.

18.

Cal de estas palabras describe lo que estS pasando?

A. hirviendo
B. expels:fiend°

C. disolviendo
D. Concentrbdo

L0
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...

.i.Que.le occure al globo?

A. se expande

B. se condensa
C. est1 siendb medidd
D. estS siendo calculado

$

SY

b

0

a

STOP
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DIRECCIONES: Usa los dibujos para contester las preguntal. Pon un erculo
airededor de la letra al lado de to respuesta.

110 4C6mo se llaman estos objetos?

A. experimento
B. medida
C. invedientes
D. bi6xido de carbono

21. LOA pone la tetera en el aire?

A. icido,

Be cristal
C. humedad
D. negativos
O

lioEn el dibujo Jildy estS mirando los pescaditos para ver si en algari momento se topan.
Otri palabra para "mirar" es:

A. ocupar

B. registrar'

C. reducir

_D. observar

23. Jose qidere saber como es
un jarro y lo Va a mirar
gusanito?

-A. formSndolo
B. observSndolo
C. calculSndolo
D. cristalizSndolo

0

que un gusanito se tranforma en mariposa. Puso un gusanito en
Jmientras cambia. iComo puede ose aprender algo sobra el

197
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6

Antonio hizo un puente con bloques. MedTa 10 bloques delargoy 2 bloques de ancho.

Estas.son 'del puente.

A. la altura
B. la sifilibla

410
C. los materiales
D. ,las dimensiones

25. Julia dibuj6 varios'Srboles. Decidi6 pegar todos sus dibujos en un cartel6n grande.

gue cosa estaba haciendo Julia? .

A. -un afiche
B. un diseflo

C. un pentelgono

D. un perimetro

26. Para hacer una sombra tienes que tener

A. luz

B. zapatos

C. el sol

D. una cSmara

27. El avi6n vuela enouna cierta

A. sombra

B. distancia

C. solucion
D. direcci6n



28. Cuando deciAos que las"hojas crecen hac' rriba, y las palces hacia abajo", estarns

diciendo que cada cual crece enouna

A. somb;.a

B. distancia

Abp. solution

41.0. direcciOn,

WI' IPVI1, 11
I
1i

a

:29. TomSs se esta sirvieado un' refresco.

. se el refresco.

A. flot6

B. reflej6

C. separe
D. derram6

Pareceque eCh6 mucho. Podriamos decir que

O

304110A la abuelita de Jill se le estaba haciendo dificil leer el periodic°. Dijo que las-

letras eran tan chicass que casi no las podia ver. Para que las letras se vean pas

grander, la abuelita de Jill necesita anteojos que:

A. calcan
B. amplifican

C. reflejan
D. contrSert

31.
Jose jugaba con un elSstico de hule. Lo estir6 y al tocarlo hizo un sonido. El

sonido fue causado por

A. el .grado

-B. el equilibrio
C. el trago

s

IL la vibraciOn,

4
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A2. Susana y Sandra jugaban juntas. A la mamS de Susana se he ocurri6 algo que podrian hacer.

tlezc16 jab6n y agua. Susana y ,Sandra usaron esti mezcla.para hacer burbujas de jab6n.

Otra palabra para decir Mezcla. es:

AAWL
sitio
soluci6n

C. vibraci6n

D. pron6stico

33. El reportero del tiempo dijo que mallana probablemente iba a llover. El hizo

A.

B.

C.

D.

una cantidad
un pronostico
una estructura
una comparaci6n O

34. La familia de Jose sali6 a caminar por el lago. Jose mir6 en el lago yse vi6 a el

mismo. A veces los Lagos son corno los espejos. Los dos:

A. se quiebran

B. enfocan 0

C. se .congelan

D. reflejan

a
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'DIRECC1ONES: Lee cada historic. Contesta la pregunta.Pon un circulo alredan

de la letra al lado de to respuedtta.

77111-
02. La plantita de Sharon 3e estaba muriendo. Ella no sabfa por clue. Pens6 que quiza. era

. porque hecesitaba mas agua o mas luz. Primero Sharon intent6 darle agua masa menudo.;

oPasaron dos semanas y la plantita todavfa estaba enrerma. Entonces Sharon decidi6 que

mejor, ponfa la plantita al lado de una ventana por donde entriba mas sol. En una semana,

la plantita se mejor6 muchisimo. lQue fuelo que hizo Sharon Ora averiguar lo que

le pasaba a:su plantita?
, 40:

A. una grafica e,

B. una receta

C. una medida

D. un experiment°

. La tlase del Sr. Jacobo hacia ejercicios todos las tardes. Hoyle queria ensehar

a todo plomundo un ejercicio nuevo. Paraacer este ejercicio, cada uno necesitaba

un compahero/a. Amy 1, Beth decidieron trabajar juntas. Entre los dos forMarian

un /a

A. circuleres

B. pareja

°C. identicos

D. mendigos

.41Lana y Susana decidieron ir en bicicleta a la farmacia. Se encontraron en casa de

Susana y se pusieron a platicar acerca de sus bicicletas. &Juana le gustaba la

bicicleta de Susana,por su color rojo y por su bocina. La bicicleta de Juana era

azuly no tenia bocina. Pero a Susana le gustaba la bicicleta de Juana porque

tenia una canasta y un asiento suavecito. aueohacian las nihas al hablar9de sus

bicicletas?

A. calcarlas
B. compararlas
C. medirlas
D. diagramarlas

38 El Sr. Rodriguez tuvo que remendar el techo de su casa. Iba a terser que comprar una

escalera para subirse al techo. 'Antes de ir a la tiende salio para ver qua alto tenfa

su casa. Aunque el Sr. Rodriguez no tenfa una cinta para medir la altura, adivinb que

quizS necesitaria una escalera de 20 pies do altura. ZUmo hizo el Sr. Rodriguez

para llegar a esta conclusion?

A. anot6 la alturi

B. midi6.1a altura.

C. hizo una estimacion de la altura

D. estir6 la altura 4)

3
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39. 'La familia de Joselito tiene un perrito nuevo que se llama Tipi. Joselito quiere que
Tipi se quede en la dasa.durante la noche para que no le-de frfo, pero el Papa de Joselito
dijo que el perrito tenfa que quedarse afuera todo el tiempo. Joselito decidi6 hacerle

° una casita a Tipi.. Su Papa le di6 madera y herramientas. La primero que tenTa4que
hacer'Joselito era ver de qug tamaho tenfa que ser la casa para que cupiera Tipi. ZQue

podria hacer Joselito para calcular el tamatio?

A. medir a Tipi

B. encojerl Tipi
C. construir la ca :a alrededor de Tipi
D. construir la casa con esperanzas de que sea lo suficientemente grande

40. Oespues de clases, Jill fuea jugar a la casa de Cecilia. A la hora de que se fenfa
que it Jill a su casa, se preocupo la mama de Ceeilia, pensanco que quizg iba s llover.
Decidio qu&lo mejor seria pre5tarle el impermeable de Cecilia a Jill para que no se

mojara en el camino. 1COmo supo la mama de Cecilia que lus ninas eran de casi el

mismo porte?

A. lootrag
B. lo anon'

C. lo calcul6

D. lo magnetizti

4'. Toms y Alfredo estaban haciendo pudin de chocolate. En la caja indicaciones les
explicaban cugnta leche usar. Tomgs echo el polvo del pudin en un plato hondo. ZQue
deberia hacer Alfredo antes de echarle la leche al pudin?

A. ealentaria

/AB. tomgrsela

wC., pesa-rla
D. medirla

42. Ana necesitaba pna linterna para poder 'ver si su gatu estaba debajo de la casa. Cuendo

encendid la linterna, yid que no funcionaba. Pero A no astaba segura de lo que le
pasaba a su linterna. Tai.vez necesitaba un nuevo foco, o quiz baterias nuevas. Para

averiguar, Ana primero ii puso baterias nuevas primero. La linterna no funcionO, asf

es que Ana pens6 que lo'que necesitaba era un nuevo foco. ZQue hizo Ana para averiguar

que le pasaba as su linterna?

una grafica
43. una receta

C. na medida
D. un experimento

4)

.c!N DE LA SECCION II
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Appendix D

Sample Work,ets in English & Spanish
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